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PALJJYRA - PAST and P R E S E T .
THE STORY.
The circumstances and time of the founding of Tadmor, or Pal-
myra, are alike uncertain* As yet, nothing definite has "been as-
certained on these points j we have to deal only with probabili-
ties. The fact that it offered a water-supply at an important
point in the desert woiAld attract a population. The fact tliat
there was early an important commerce between the East and the West
would make trade-^routes a necessity. There was probably a very jsx.
early settlement near the water-wupply at Palmyra, and possibly a
civil society was formed.
Under whose direction the first settlement was made is unknown,
some have ascribed it to Arab wanderers after the downfall of Chal-
dea; others name Solomon as the founder- possibly population
gathered from many different quarters as the tradevroute to the
East gradually shifted from Duma to Palmyra^ after the sixth cen-
tury B.C.
^
The oldest known monument which could havB any connection witn
Palrayrene history is a small tessera of the Egyptian king Teharqa,
who ruled in the Seventh Sent^^.C. His conquests extended far
into Syria, and may have included Palmyra, if the city then existed.
But it is more probable that the small fragment was carried to
Palmyra at a later date.
The Bible says that Solomon founded 'Tadmor in the wilderness.'
Josephus and later writers take this to mean Palmyraj the former
says that it was built so far to the East because of the scarcity
of water nearer at hand. It is knovm that Solomon built forti- ,
fied posts on the caravan route from Egypt to the East, but it is
probable that the city which he set up was south of Hebron. The
.J j3jj c X"lJ.L
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The first recorded connection of the city with the Roman Enpire
resulted from the raid of Mar^t Antony (42-41 B.C.). He went on
the pretext that Palmyra was not maintaining a stiict neutrality
"between Rome and Parthia, "but his real purpose seems to have been
roTDbery, On account of their favorable location^ the Palmyrene
merchants had been able to deal most advantageously with bofeh
Eastern and western markets. They had grown wealthy and were
known as far west as the Meditteranean.
i
I
The citizens met the emergency- they gathered together all they
could carry away, and before Antony overtook them, they had fled
beyond the Euphrates. There the Palmyrene archers were sufficient
to cause him to turn back. The fact that he returned past the je±^
city to the weSt, practically empty-handed, shows that there had
not been a very permanent development at Palmyra j certainly not as
mgich as one would expect^ after a growth of some hundreds of years.
During the first century of the present jexx era the city had an
uneventful history, growing slowly as it increased in importance
j
as a trade depot. Inscriptions from time to time^show a developH :
ment in language and art. The material prosperity increased and
costly memorials were built for the dead. One of the best finishd
tomb-towers was erected in this period- that of lamblichus, 82 A.D.
It was not until the overthrow of the neighboring Uabataean
kingdom of Petra, however, and the consequent closure of that route
to the East, that Palmyra entered upon her greatest development.
With a large part of the Roman trade with the East turned into her
channels^ she grew to be one of the principal cities in Syria.
Ptofliemy mentions Palmyra as the richest and largest city in the
province of Palmyra. In the year 115 A.D.^a disastrous earth-
quake did much damage in all parts of Syria and it is supposed
y.xis'i ,'] filial ^^"^
:9n "^c ^^To ©Kt
4-
tliat it gave a temporary set-back to the rising young city. At
any rate, when Hadrian visited it in 131 A.D. and gave some assis-
tance in buildingt he was Joyfully received; the name Hadrianapolis
was given to Palmyra in honor of him.
His visit was of great importance in the life of the city, for
it brought the Roman influence in direct contact with the Orien-
tal society which was found there. It is probable that he aided
in the establishment of the Palmyrene Senate, mention of which
does not appear in any of the Inscriptions prior to that date.
Palmyra may also have been created a Roman* Colony' after the model
of other Provinces- with possibly more freedom in interna^- affairs.
When this basis was established between Palmyra and Rome is not
known, but coins of Caracalla( 211-217 ) speak of it as existing.
Some have regarded it as being established under the reign of
Septimius Severus (193-211 A.D.). Whenever it came about, it
marked a union of Roman and Oriental in a stronger civilization.
The City was left the management of its ov;n internals affairs, and
was allowed to develop* all its trade possibilities.
In 137 A.I>. —Hadrian formulated a CTustoms Law regulating the
duty on all goods passing through the city. It was proclaimed in
a bilingual inscription, ene of the longest and most famous ever
found among the Palmyrene ruins. Latuf
,
There were also Customs
Laws by Germanicus and Corbulo, but Rome was never inclined to put
many restrictions upon the commercial transactions of the frontier
Note: He seems to have aided in the construction of the great
Collon'kde.
^ Governor -General of the East,
. ;
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ca.-ty. In fact, so important was the location of Palinyra on the
Parthian frontier, that it was left practically independent by
Rome, lest it be driven into the hostile camp. It was used as a
base of supplies by the Romans in their Eastern expeditions, thouslr
nothing is said in histories of the reigns of Trajan and Hadrian,
several Palmyrene inscriptions speak of such visits j one mentions
the visit of Hadrian in 131 A.D. , another is supposed to liave been
set up on his return from crushing a rebellinn in Jerusalem, just
before his death,
For forty years after the visit of Hadrian, Palmyra seems to
have enjoyed peace, and its commerce was widely extended. Its
caravans touched at many points on the Euphrates, and well-built
roads connected it with the Mediterranean on the West. The value
of the goods transported must have been very great- even in the
time of Pliny, the great historian had lamented the fact that Rome
was annually drained of 1,000,000 Sestertii which went to pay for
her Bastern luxuries. During the Parthian wars, Palmyra v/as*
faithful to the Roman cause, and furnished supplies and troops.
About the year 200 A.D,, Septimius Kairanes, head man of Palmy-
ra, was in alliance with Septimius Severus against the Parthians.
He was probably given senatorial rank for his services. His ap-
pearance is interesting, not only because of his Roman name, but
071- '^^
also, because he is,the earliest known representatives of the fam-
ily which afterwards had so much to do in Palmyrene history. Proiri
I
the story of the Inscriptions, he seems to have been the father of
noil 18 era's
n h
''0,000,1 'to i>enije-
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Odenatiius I, who was, in turn, tlie head-man of Palmyra. It is not
laiown when Odenathus succeeded his father, but he is named as the al*
ly of Alexander Severus. An inscription of 242 A.D. speaks of the
visit of the Emperor Alexander to Pilmyra and the honors v/hich were
exchanged. If not given by one of the earlier Emperors, the Sena-
torial rank was probably conferred upon the family at this time.
The oldest son of Odenathus v/as called Hairanes, after the Pal-
myrene custom of xsasak naming childred for grand-fathers. He was x
associated with his father as head-man of the city and was even
called "Prince of Palmyra" in an inscription of 251 A.D. These two
able men turned their whole energy to deve^-oping the Palmyrene
and
power, both by extending and protecting the caravan trade, ^by build-
ing up the city. They finally grew restive under the authority of
Rome and seemed to have been on the point of breaking away from that
steady allegiance which Palmyra had shown for over a century. It
is said that Cyriades, one of the Thirty Tyrants, who had taken ref-
uge with the Persians, urged Odenathus to join an alliance against
Rome. Palmyra's growing power and independent location would nat-
urly foster a desire for complete independence. At any rate, a Ro-
man officer named Rufinusj thought there was a just cause for action
ass
and he brought kbout the^assination of Odenathus and his son^ some-
time near 256 A.D. The murder took place at Horns.
The Persian Empire had been extended by the powerful Sassanian
Ifcrnasty^ which had arisen after the last Parthian War in 226 A.D.
The hostile elements on Rome's eastern border united under an able
line of rulers, to carry on the old conflict under another name. In
241 A. D.^ Sapor -I. came to the Persian throne. He was not only able
to hold his own against Rome, but in 255 A.D, he began a westward
movomont
I I
(j8 nl
^
ot.f">f"^o h:. no t'i'i-BO
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moYement. Though Palmyra had not joined him as an ally, he con-
quered all Ox Northern Syria; he went as far wefct as the Mediter-
ranean and captured Antioch and Damascus.
An inscription to Valerian has been found at Palmyra which was
set up by the Crold- and SilYer -smiths in 258 A,D, At about that jkisc
time he raised, an army and went east to reconquer his territory from
Persia. In order to keep the friendship of Palmyra, it is probable
that Odenathus was made Consular Legate of Syria. i/s/hat support was
giTen by Palmyra at this time is not known. The Roman army advanced
into Syria as far as Horns, before it came to decisive blows with the
Persians. At that place, the Romans were completely routed in 250
A.D.^and Valerian was taken prisoner. His son GaUienus was a vveak
individual, and did nothing to recover the territory or rescue his
father.
On the death of Odenathus under suspicion of conspiracy with the
Persians, his second son (also called Odenathus) was made head-man
of Palmyra. Under his government Palmyrene authority was to reach
its greatest extent^ He had had an excellent training for his work.
It is said that he v/as brought up among the Arabs, and thoroughly
learned their manner of life and art of warfare. He was certain to
hold the support of those imcertain allies more surely than one who
co-uld not sympathize with them in any way. In his youth he also
probably of-ten went with the caravans to the East, sharing the dan-
gersj and earning the support of the large numbers of his people en-
gaged in that work. The murder of his father and the growing x
nat ive
strength of h isQiiBBii»c i ty gave him an incentive to v/ork for inde-
pendence from Rome. After the Persian vietory, he sent important
presents and offers of peace and alliance to Saport His embassy was
.1 OLL ai t>j
'to a.'-
.1 i .
^V i ^ r»r I: n:.3 tit H" Y,rn v.> j: -r ^jivj^v
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turned "back with scorn, and Palmyra was really left independent, with
no connection with either Persia or Rome, Odenathus set out to ex-
tend the Palmyrene pov/er as far as possible.
Althoiigh Gallienus had left the Asiatic provinces to take care
of themselves, sapor was not left to enjoy his conquests very long,
Ballista, one of the minor Roman leaders, gathered up the fragments
of the Roman legions in the Eastland succeeded in partially defeat-
ing Sapor near Edessa in 260 A.D, Odenathus also v/ent north from
Palmyra with an army made up of "both Roman and Palmyrene elements
sn-d completed the work which Ballista had hegun. Near the Euphrates
he overtook the retreating Sapor, destroyed his army and captured his
camp and treasure. The Palmyrene archers did much to decide this
battle. In tv;o later campaigns Odenathus penetrated into the heart
of the Persian territory^ even to the capital, Ctesiphon, capturing
BTisihis on the way.
The movements of Odenathus against the Persians occupied the
years from 260 to 264 A.D, At the end of tliat time he had recon-
quered all the East in the name of Rome. The Emperor and the Roman
Senate recognized his services, and various are the rewards and titftes
said to have been given him. He received the right to coin money
lat Palmyra, though none of his coins have been found j he was in com-
mand of the army of the East and was the real ruler. His power ex-
tended from Asia Minor through Syria to Egypt. In 264 or 265 A.D.
the Senate made him an Associate of Gallienus, but he sca]&cely could
have had the rank of Emperor, though it is claimed for him by some
of the Latin writers; he was probably merely Corrector. --
k The Corrector was a governor of a province under the Roman Empire,
whose rank was next below the Consul. >-Gibbon,D.& P. II: 37.
t« 5
I ^-t a » fi
J
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The royal title was assumed "by Zenooia after the break with Rome
occurred.
Odenathus, though called "King of Kings" by his own people,
conquered all his territory in the name of Rome. Ke even put down
pretenders who arose to dispute with Gallienus for the crown* Qui-
etus, one <Sf the Thirty Tyfants^ mentioned by Trebellius Pollio, was
among the number of Fretenders who claimed the Eastern Provinces af-
ter Valerian's army had been destroyed. Odenathus drove him into .
Emesa, captured the city and put Quietus himself to death in 262 A.D,
He established order throughout all the Eastern Roman Empire. Egypt
had come under his power, possibly conquered by a Palmyrene army sent
out by Zenobia from Palmyra, while Odenathus himself was cstmpaigning
against the Persians. when Sapor had been silenced, the Gauls and
Scythians broke into Asia Minor^ and Odenathus took some time to
drive them out of the country.
On the return tov/ard ick Palmyra, a banquet was given the victor-
ious general at Emesa, or Horns. There he was brutally murdered 35±fc
with his oldest son, Septimius Herodes, by one lilaeonius, who was
probably the son of his older brother Hairanes. This was in 266 or
267 A.B. Roman influence pbobably had little to do v;ith this mur-
der.
^ There is also an account which says that Ballista turned against
Rome after defeating Sapor, and that Odenathus crushed ?iis army and
killed him (264 A.D. ).
It is said that Maeonius had been disciplined by Odenathus for
disobedience and so took his revenge. The statement that Zenobia
iiad instigated the murder in order to procure the succession for a
younger son, is rejected by Gibbon.
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The question of the inraiediate family circle of Odenathus is a
complex one. It seemed that he was twice married and that Herodes
was a son of the first marriage. He was associated with his f-ather
in the government, and was left the important charge of the city of
Palmyra during his father's absences. Some of the Roman writers
have alluded to him as a weak, incapahle despot, but later informa-
tion gives a contrary idea. Between 262 and 267 A. D., four differ-
ent inscriptions speak of statues and honors granted him as head«nan
ot jh'ince of Palmyra.
About the year 256 A.D.^ Odenathus had married for the second
time; his queen, Zenobia, was probably a native of Palmyra, and at
c
least of partial Arabian descent. She brought to the government an
administrative energy as great as that of Odenathus himself. On
the death of the latter in 267 A.D., she took complete control of
the government, for her young son Wahballath or Athenodorus. There
is also casual mention of two older sons by this marriage, Herenni-
anus and Timolaus, but they seem never to have had any authority mc
and probably ha,d died before this time.
Knov/ing the headless condition of the Roman state, Zenobia de-
termined upon complete independence for her people. IWhen Gallienus
finally roused himself enough to send an ar*my against the Persians in
268 A.D. to rescue his father, Zenobia aided the Persians i the Roman
general, Heraclianus, was completely defeated on the Persian border
by the combined Eastern armies, and Valerian was left to his captors,
Gallienus was soon after assassinated. His successor, Claudius,
died before he could organize an army for reconquering the East.
Meanv;hile, Zenobia was in complete control of Syria, Armenia, Meso-
potamia and Egypt jBithynia was on the point of revolt against Rome.
^ri3.uoicl 9x13 »i(it^aeia aeid^iA i^xJ'iBq lo jr •
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Waballathus
1
Airane s
Septlmius Odenathus ( dead 256)
_
f
Septimiu's Aeranes (^256 ) Septimius Odenatiius :( 267)
liLaeonius ( 267) t ) _ (Zenobia)
Septimius Herodes ( 267) Hererini<ln;^is
Timolims
WahlDallath ( 273)
Suggested family line of Odenathus*
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Coins were struck in Alexandria in 266-7 A.D. with the image of WaJi-
"ballath on one side and that of Aurelian on the other. Later, in
271 A.D., Zenohia took the royal title to herself and son alone, and
struck coins with no reference to Rome; these later coins were is-
sued either in the name of Zenobia or Wahballath, but in public in-
scriptions her najae preceded his. In the same year, Zabbai and Zab-
das, the Palrayrene generals, erected statues to Odenathus and Zeno-
bia calling the former "King of Kings".
In the year 270 A.D., the soldier-Emperor Aurelian came into
power. He spent his first year in quieting the Barbarians in the
north-west, and then with a united territory and government behind
him, he set out to reconquer the East, His action was directly
j caused by the revolt of Zenobia in 271 A, D,^ when she broke away com-
pletely from Roman control. Up to that time, although doubtless
secretly desiring independence, the Palmyrenes had outwardly con-
quered territory in the name of Rome, Between 268 and 270 A.D. they
taken complete possession of Egypt, having been called in by an
I
Egyptian traitor, Timagenes. The Palmyrene commander was Zabdas,
supposed to have been himself an Egyptian. He was able to hold the
country against all comers; a Pretender called Probatus was driven
out.
Palmyra was not left long in possession of the territory. The
first step in Aurelian* s campaign in the East was the re-conquest of
Egypt. It was the first Province to fall away^ among those so
loosely bound together by the Palmyrene rule. In 271 A,D. Probus
drove Zabdas out of the country. It was highly expedient for the
Romans to get back into possession of their store-house provinces,
for Egypt and Syria were the two most important provinces in the Ro-
I
man "Rmpire considered from an economic standpoint.
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Aurelian himself moved eastward with a well-organized army and
crossed the Hellespont into Asia Minor, He was just quick enough to
prevent a general uprising against Rome,- not so much hecause of Ro-
man injustice, as of a desire to aid a more typically Oriental ®n-
pire. The first real opposition was met in Cappadocia, where the
city of Tyana refused to let him pass. Preparations wdre made for a
siege, but the city was, fortunately, soon taken by strategam. Au-
relian showed his statesmanship by an act^ which was typical of his
treatment of the entire Eastern question: —^he granted a general am-
nesty to all the rebels. He realized that there was no deep-seated
feeling against Rome, so far wewt,at least. He allowed the Syrians
to see, as he continued the march, that their best interests lay un-
der the rule of the strong Roman govennment.
Zenobia, on her part, had not been idle. She gathered in her
soldiers from all the tributary provinces. siie established three
concentration campsfat Springs to the north and west of Palmyra; she
sought by training and discipline to weld together the heterogenous
elements into a war-machine which would be able to withstand the com-
pact Roman iegion. Palmyrens archery had been famed for centuries,
and her heavy cavalry could be relied upon to deal with the Roman
cavalry, but she had no reliable heavy infantry.
Her efforts at this time seemed to have been prodigious - her
executive ability appeared on every hand in the careful organization
Some accounts say Ancyra in Galatia.
b;^ «p.r>-ajifi)f; on eier'cJ' ctsK:*' bfn^i' r.'Sfii «>H , i«!ff>ct>T
. cijj Jbe •. ..
,iHX Ji\'L£x) JBIVf) 0J8 Bin
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of the powers under her. In fact, in this one-sided struggle with
the Western soldier, ZenolDia showed a queenly dignity and power which
has placed her among the greatest women of history. To succeed in
man's province would have been difficult for any woman^- but to rise
above Oriental prejudice against women^and still be a marked success
among men, is little short of wonderful.
She seems to have been descended from a powerful family in the
Hauran, which moved to Palmyra about 230 A.D. Her mother was prob-
ably an Egypt ian_, and Zenobia claimed descent from Cleopatra; at
least, she knew Egyptian very well, and had a perfect command of
Eastern history. she was well acquainted with Greek and Latin, her
sons being instructed in the latter language. She herself was a
pupil of the philosopher Cassius Longinus, who was her principal ad-
viser at courts Her father is sometimes identified with Zabbai,
military governor of Palmyra, and her associate in the battles against
Aurelian. Her family was distantly related to that of Odenathus.
In preparing to move northward against Aurelian, Zenobia spared
herself no inconvenience in visiting her different camps and reviev/-
ing the men. She often wore the mail of the soldier, or galloped
along the lines on horseback. Her beauty and patriotism made her
army largely a personal following; in short, she was just the sort of
a dashing woman or queen, to overcome experience and discipline with
energy and enthusiasm. With the coming of the news of Aurelian'
s
uninterrupted march through Asia Minor, the Palmyrene army set off
toward Antioch to meet him. Besides the cavalry and the archers,
there was also a large Roman contingent, gathered together from the
wrecks of previous Roman armies sent to the East. These troops had
"'^ '-'"^ ^ 'ioJ. d-Iuoi^tii) need evarl ijl ; \''onq «»
i^six lOil afiiv •
.;oJ Qxu eaaO lanqoaollrfq ei^
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'••n let
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formerly supported Palmyra in the najne of Rome, and now they were to
fight for Zenobia against Rome itself.
The two armies met on the Plain of El -Vunlc, north-east of Anti-
och. The Palmyrenes were at first successful, and their heavy cav-
alry broke the Roman lighter cavalry to pieces, and sent it scurry-
ing away. It was soon seen, that this (merely~^7ai) a part of a strat-
agem of Aurelian,—for as soon as the Palmyrenes were worn out and
disorganized in pursuit, his foot-soldiers came out of an aiiabush and
utterly routed them. The whole Palmyrene army was checked by this
disaster, and Aurelian was able to move forward on his part, driving
everything before him. ZenAobia and Zabbai were able to draw off
that night with part of their army; they retreated back upon Homs,
Aurelian entered Antioch without meeting resistance. The peo-
ple were too much interested in their own life, to care who was the
supreme master, so long as they were left alone in their commercial
and religious rights. Aurelian idsjfm. showed clemency to all, and
went on after the retreating Palmyrenes. After defeating- their
rear-guard at Daphne, he pushed on to Homs. After the battle of An-
tioch, the Roman divisions of Zenobia* s army had gone over to Aurel-
ian. They were simply mercenaries, who felt the winning side and
wished to espouse it. Zenobia still had a large army; her quick re-
As they passed through the city of Antioch, a stra,nge deceit
as to the outcome of the battle was practised upon the people. An
old man was led along in chains and the citizens v^ere given to un-
derstand, that the Palmyrenes had been entirely successful in the
battle, and that Aurelian was being taken back to a Palmyrene tri-
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treat had saved a rout, and by the time she had reached Homs, she was
sufficiently well-organized once more to try a battle. In that lev-
el plain near Homs, so perfect^-y adapted to military evolutions, she
carefully chose a position near the OronteSj and waited for Aurelian
to come up.
Profiting by the experience of the earlier battle, the Palmy-
renes met the Romans more on the defensive. The contest was most
stubborn and the Roman ca.valry was annihilated; but the compact Ro-
man legions finally decided the battle for Aurelian and Rome. A
most €bft4 significant part was played in the battle by the peasants oi
Palestine. They fought in the array of Aurelian, though armed only
with clubs. This strange method of fighting did a great deal to
disturb the Palmyrenes.
Zenobia's defeat was decisive, but she did not give up. She
left everything to the Romans - so hasty was her flight that her
whole treasure fell into Aurelian' s hands. She hurried back across
the desert to Palmyra, destroying the springs on the way. Aurelian
waited only to gather supplies for conducting a siege, and then fol-
lowed to Palmyra itself. He sent a message to Zenobia, demanding
surrender, but received an answer that for calm and de*termined defi-
aiice should stand along with statements of the greatest soldiers of
the world. She said that she had not yet begun to fight; that the
Emperor had simply routed his ov/n Roman troops, but the Palmyrene
archers had not yet had a chance to show their power.
With the Palmyrene treasure, Aurelian bought supplies from the
Syrians and bribed them to show him the wells which Zenobia had d'e-
stroyed. It is also probable that the country about Palmyra v/as
better v/ooded and more productive at that time than it is today.
t inoijijiova vistilx q.R.b.R rljo^dli^eq oh (BitroF iB^jn n.Ci^.C^ £&
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Otherwise it is incomprehens ible that sufficient sui')plies could be
found for a large army, while maintaining a siege around an oasis in
the desert.
Aurelian occupied the three caTiips v/hich Zenobia had once used
for her own army. The walls of the ciLy were very strong, and Ze-
nobia was relying upon her natuj'al ally, the desert, and her neigh-
boring allies, the Persians, Armenians and Arabs. Vopiscus says, ±
that there was some sort of an alliance between Palmyra and Persia
at this time; the Arabs were closely interested m Palmyra by blood
and trade.
So the contest dragged on until the Spring of 273 A.D. There
was sufficient food within the city to last several months, and be-
ta
sides a large fountain, the private houses probacy had reservoirs e-
nough to give a sufficient supply of water. The Romans tried to
storm the walls, but were repulsed, their historig.ns say, by stones,
darts and fire. The poorer parts of the city, built of wood, were
burned by the besiegers. Zenobia continued to hope for assistance
from without, but Aiirelian was at work in that quarter also, and the
desert ^een was left to fight her battles alone. With her own gold
Aurelian bought off the Armenians and Arabs; he kept such a close
watch of the Persian frontier, that no reinforcements could get a-
cross to the besieged city.
Finally after giving a most spir ited'tefusal to another demand
Sapor v/as probably dead at this time, and the two or three
weaklings who followed him were incapable of dealing with such a cri-
sis.
^ "Queen Cleopatra chose rather to perish than survive her digni-
ty". - Flavius Voi)iscus - Hist. August.
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for surrender, Zenobia determined to seek for allies in person. She
crept out of the wall through a secret door, slipped past the Roman
lines on a fast caniel, and sped towaird the Persian border, on the Eu-
phrates. A detachment of Roman cavalry set out in pursuit as soon
as her flight was discovered, but did not overtake her until she
reached the border near the present village of Deir. Just as she
was stepping into a boat, to be rowed to the other side for safety,
she was suddenly surroimded and carried back.
The city surrendered as soon as ?iar capture was announced. Au-
relian showed his usual clemency and spared both city and people.
The royal family and the principal advisors were taken prisoners, The
Roman soldiers were eager for the death of the woman, who had opposed
them so long, but Aurelian protected her, - partly because of admira-
tion^ partly from a desire to have her in his coming triumph at Rome,
He took severe vengeance on some of her ministers instead j Longinus
was beheaded at Homs> which is said by some historians to have been
his native city.
As soon as the Persians heard of the outcome at Palmyra, they
sent presents to Aurelian and asked for peace. They were allowed to
remain immolested, Aurelian left a small garrison of 606 archers
At Palmyra, under Ssirdonius, He took his way back toward Rome a-
cross Syria and Asia Minor, as speedily and as directly as he had
come.
It is said that Zenobia blamed him with writing the burning an-
swer to Aurelian* s demand for surrender. She has been greatly blamed
for this but she probably spoke the truth, for Longinus came of a
powerful family, for a long time hostile to Rome,
^ It is more probable that Athens was his home, (Suidas.)
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He had not crossed into Europe before he heard of a second re-
bellion at Palmyra. A relative of Zenobia, called Antiochus, had
headed a force, destroyed the Roman garrison, and had been received
as King. Aurelian made a ciaaracter istically rapid march in return,
and long before the rebels expected him, he once more set siege to
the city. He took it without difficulty and dealt out a punishment
as terrible as it was complete. The beautiful city was destroyed
and its walls thrown down. The Temple of the Sun was almost com-
pletely destroyed. The people were indiscriminately massacred or
0old as slaves. Aiirelian wrote a letter describing in detail the
completeness of the destruction, which he had wrought. He left Se-
Jftnius Bassus in charge of a garrison there, and gave instructions a-
bout the rebuilding of the temple from spoils captured in the city.
With a large company of Palmyrene prisoners he once more set out for
home.
What had been the experiences of the royal family during this
h
time, as well as their ultimate fate is \mceEtain. Waballath prob-
ably lived to about 273 A.D. , but whether he died during the siege
or on the way to Rome cannot be ascertained. Zenobia seems to have
been taken directly to Rome by Aurelian; though one account says,
that she persistently refused food and died on the journey. The
main body of Palmyrene prisoners was drowned in the Hellespont by
Aurelian, as he passed over from subduing the second rebellion.
In the year 274 A.D. , Aurelian celebrated a great triumph at
Romej Vopiscus says that one of the greatest sights in the procession
"We have not spared women; we have slain children, we have
strangled old men; we have destroyed husbandmen,"- Hist. August,
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was the beautiful Palmyrene Queen. Barefooted, but loaded with jew-
els and led by golden chains, she was forced to follow Aurelian's
chariot, while all Rome stared to see the woman who had dared to op-
pose the Empire. She was later given her freedom, and was granted
lands at Conche, in Italy; the remains of her villa are still shown.
She has been said to have married a distinguished Roman Senator; as
late as the fifth century, her descendants were still pointed out in
Italy.
Aurelian died in 275 A.D. There is no mention of the fallen
city during the reign of Carinus, but Aurelian' s plans for recon»
struction were probably being carried out to some extent; they could
scarcely have been completed. Palmyra's day as a power had closed.
Henceforth it was to be important simply as a fort in that neutral
territory between the E ast and the West, Trade soon changed to
more direct routes by Aleppo and Bosrah and^ though there was always
a population there, attracted by the water supply, its opportunity
had passed away, Palmyrene soldiers were separated from their na-
tive city by service in distant countries. The city lost the name
of Palmyra, and after Roman times, was known simply as Tudmor.
Diocletian ( 284-305 A.D. ), gave some support in rebuilding, and
made a new wall, which enclosed a much smaller area than the ancient
city had covered. His name appears in one inscription with that of
Constant ine. with the coming of Christianity as the state Religion,
Palmyra became a Bishopric, and was so represented at the Council of
Uicaea. During the fourth, fifth and sixth centuries, many names
They may have been descendants of Zenobia's aonsh by Odenathus.
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are mentioned in the writings of Church i'athers as bishops of Palmy-
ra*
After the tB[ithdrawal of the Roman power, the history of Palmyra
become* a mere summary, up to the present time. Only occasional
mention was made by the Arabic Geographer s and Historians, and later
European travellers.
In 400 A.D. the first Illyrican Legion was stationed at Palmyra
though the city had been deserted shortly before. In 520 A.D, Jus-
tinian sent a body of Armenians with funds to rebuild the city, and
to construct a citadel. He used the site as a fort of the eastern
Roman frontier, Procopius gives an interesting account of his bulla
ing there and on the Euphrates. He set up some public buildings,
built a fort and made another wall, lying considerably within the
circuit of the one built by Diocletian, He stationed a garrison
there and built, or reconstructed, an afliqueduct, for a water supply.
Por a time after Rome fell, Palmyra continued to exist as one
of the divisions of Syria, in competition with Hira and the Hauran,
Aiham III of the Rassani'e>i family, was once in power. In the middle
of the sixth century, the city was under the control of the Gassan4-
d«e of Damascus. The great Moslem conquests of the 7th century
found Palmyra an easy prey. Persia was conquered in 633 A.D. by
Khalid, in the battle of the Chains, and in the following year, Tud-
mor and the entire Hauran fell into Moslem hands. As the price of
non-resistance, the city was spared, Por 300 years, it remained un-
der Saracen control, having little more importance than a post and a
Marinus, 325 A.D, ; John of lalmyra, 518 A,D,
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water station. In 745 a.x). it was captured and the walls were de-
stroyed, by Merwan II, the last Prince of the Ommiades^ The city
had supported a rival Ahasside Bynasty. In the 10th century, Muk-
kadasi, the Arabic historian, wrote of its being in the governmental
district of Horns. It was a part of that govBrninent until the 11th
century. He spoke of the wide, strong citadel of the desert-city,
Tudmor. In the middle of the 11th Century, a great earthquake shook
down
all Syria, throwing ^many monuments and other buildings. It is
probable that this also affected Palmyra, for rows of columns have
been found which appear to have fallen en masse*
Until 1135, the city was under the Damascus government j the Emir
of Horns had his residence at Palmyra for part of the year at that
time. Abu-Obeida gives a short description of the Palmyra of the
12th century. In 1169 it was under Saracen authority, and was as-
sociated with Ba*albek under one governor. In 1173, Benjeunin of
Tudela visited the place, and found a Jewish population there, at war
with Nur ed Din, governor of Damascus. He gave the population as
2000.
The Arabic Geographer, Jakut, tells a Palmyrene legend in the
13th century. In the middle of the century came a Mongol invasion
from the East, In the 14th centviry, however, it still had some
sources of wealth j Abu-'l-fcda describes its waters and gardens. At
the close of the century, Tamerlane made his great invasion of Syria
and captured Daraaecus. In pursuit of some fugitives, in 1401, he
sent 10,000 to the east, and they took Palmyra and plundered it, No
mention is made of the city in the 16th century, except a tradition
concerning the erection of the castle on the steep hill north-v/est of
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the city. This account says that Ma'n Ogle, a Druse prince, built
the castle in 1585. It has no connection with the Palmyrene ruins.
Less probable reports ascribe it to Fakr ed Din, or the Crusaders.
In the 17th century, Palmyra y/as re-discovered for Europe, v and
Western travellers have been making visits to the tuins from that
time until this. About 1640, the city, or village, was free from
Turkish rule. It was controlled by the Anaseh Arabs when Europeans
first visited the place. The Anaseh had been preceded by the tribe
of Thay. Many Western travellers visited Palmyra in the 17th cen-
tury, in spite of the great difficulties in i^sxxi their way. They
did much to bring the city back to life again, for its existence had
been entirely forgotten. The ruins have often been described and
all portable monuments h-ave long ago been carried away to many dif-
ferent Museums of Archeology.
In 1616 and 1625, Delia Valla paid visits to it, in 1638, Tav-
ernier saw it, in 1678, were the trips of Halifax of Aleppo, and
of Lanayard and Goodyear. In 1751, Wood and Dawkins visited Pal-
myra from Aleppo, and published an account of the city, which is
still taken as authority, Irby and Mangles went to Palmyra in 1318.
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I
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SPECIAL ASPECTS OP PAIMYREFE LIPE.
(aft Palmyrene Goyernment and Extent of Authority,
Palinyrene authority over provinces, even at the height of the
citlar's power, was not a very eulDstantial thing. As often happens,
the ruler at that time in the East, was the man with the strongest
army. The mass of the people, in both Egypt and Syria, cared little
whether Roman or Palmyrene ruled over them, provided they were left
to enjoy a fair amount of freedom in internal affairs. In Egypt,
as soon as the Palmyrene anny had conquered the Romans, the govern-
ment was Palmyrene - when they were later driven away^ "by reinforce-
ments, it became Roman, to be followed again by Palmyrene rule and
Palmyrene coinage, within a very short time.
In Syria, the hold upon the people was no stronger. A company
from Palestine fought against Zenobia in the battle of Horns, After
the battle of Antioch, the Palmyrene General resorted to deceit in
order to protect his army from an attack by the city before he could
make good his escape. Palmyra's hold of Asia Minor was almost a
fancyi her power with Persia was a mere matter of policy, for &b soon
as Palmyra was destroyed, Persian presents and support were for Rome,
The desert-city seems to have had the strongest hold upon the Arabs,
Uncertain as to location and numbers^^^ as these people were, they fur-
nished, however, one of the strongest elements of strength in the
support of the city's pretensions. Connected by blood with a large
part of the Palmyrene poptilation, they naturally felt an interest in
a claim and an ambition that seemed almost their own. They were al-
so dependent upon Palmyra to a certain extent, for the vast caravan
trade of the city furnished them a field for work, in the transpor-
tation of Eastern commodities.
jA to ;fn9^xa bna jnamnieroO (ttteiyytiLsi^ U^)
r — v-j.-'--- '^-^^0 aA .gnxij-v ^ ^.j:^:: >.><., :.:^:-io
*re93noiJ-8 ©do rictiw nsitr sdd^ asw tiasS. erid" ni smtv^ i^Ii/i
c>I.iit£ f>e»t,<.v:> jj5,civ8 brf { rijod nl ,6.Cqo»q i9.r^.-+ '^o 'i^t^rr .'^frrf.s
.9tpJ.^ ifToda i lav JB nxridlw ^easni oo 9^ry^v^
lA .^fdoH 'to alc^jso aiij- iii «lcfon©S JanijssB drfajjol anioasljs^ n
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• QUA ^A i>-iv ilOOJJ i)jLOii ja©aU01Jd ©iid" JJiiXi dVJAti OO aliJattU -wa©i> OXix
nt J-a©t»d-ni ns ;^I©"x \^IlBixr*£n x^ds tXcoid-^Iirqcq ©^T©^vi^I£q ©xict lo tfisq
Is ©idw AjsrlT .nwo -riarfj- ^t^crrrle Jbamese vt.en^ rroi :5 icfuiB n«3 br^j?
-jnaij- ©rid ,:ii.'iow lot bleil s m©::? Jjariaxmul "^^^lo Bdt Jo ebeii
,aftlitborcux^oo nio&ajiS. to r::l:Ta»
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In addition to the provinces mentioned west of Palmyra, the au-
thority of the city was extended over the country on the east as far
as the Euphrates, The territory on the west was well-guarded and
perfectly safe, "but the long desert stretch to the east was full of
dangers, and demanded able leaders for the caravans that cut across
it in all directions, Zenobia built a town on the Euphrates north-
east of Kabakib and gave it her own name, which it still bears. It
is supposed to mark the approximate northern limit of Palmyrene au-
thority on the Euphrates. The modern ruins of salahieh are those ot
the ancient Mambri of the time of Procopius and Justinian. The
style of architecture and the Tomb-vTowers point to its builders as
o
Palmyrenes, It was probably the southern Palmyrene fortress on the
Euphrates. Kiepert shov;s a direct route from here back to Suchne
near Palmyra, and it is very probable that this direct route was use^
in Zenobia' s time. The present villages of buchne and Kabakib are
the sites of ancient guard-houses on another route to the Euphrates*
Resafa (II Kgs,XIX:19) directly north of Palmyr-^a was a post on an-
other route to the Euphrates. It lies 25 miles south of the river.
The Palmyrenes from their contiguity to the Persians, and having a
common foe with them, were closely bound to them in commerce. The
Palmyrene inscriptions mention several places which were great goods-
depots on the east edge of the desert. Porath and Vologesias v/ere
*^ sometimes called Halebieh; it has tomb-towers and rock-hewntombe.
The name shows some connection with Saladin.
o
Between Silahieh and the present Deir-ez-zor was another post
by the name of Charax. This may have been the one referred to in
the inscriptions, though no one seems to have noted that fact.
t::4'i'ij\iLii1 10 Jeew JbenoiJn«ir. eaoaivoiq a: bbu al
no x'-Ldr^jjoo 9ii& levo ^8i)n©d-xe ajw v^io sxid to vcJiiorf*
8JS a^9^5XiiJQ' e^i o& inlbq aiowoT^cffnoT arid- bn* ^-wio^itdotsi to al\;da
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• '.evlT ©rid" lo rf^uoa asXxirt 5S aeil cfl . a© d-jsinqi/S ©n'J sdjjoi •xsriJc
. ^nivAff bnfi ^ -^r ' ---r^^^:^ ''.^ v;tli;gx:f f^r^- ^;^;v•^-:mXBS: ©riT
9iiT .9 0T[9rnmoo iU iniSXiJ C'j iirjjocf •'iX©aoxo s-^aw tiu&ixcr i„.oxw sol nommoo
abooa d-jsai^ ©tdw dnti^vj asosXq laisvsa noxd-nsni anox.tqXToarii onsTf^nC jbS
^©ri-jIooT JbnjB aiswoc--dcio^ a^xi d^i irifticfsXisH beXX^so asmiJ-anroa *
» rri f'^j.r^?.?^ '"iji^v c't*^^' n rio f> ^^rnor- -•i^r.'^,'"'^ f?''^rn' «»'"''T
.iDisl i-jBil^ Jbod'oxi ©van Oo aicsea ©no on risuori^ ,anox»+qiio8fiJ: qtLj
were on the Euphrates: spas inachara:>c 7;as on the Persian Gulf.
Little is known concerning the details of government in the Pal-
myrene state. The earliest days there was probably a head-man or
sheilth, who exercised all the functions of goverrunent. With the
coming of the Romans, the details of the goverrmental machine were
quickly developed. An inscription of 21 A.D, speaks of "the peo-
ple" erecting a statue: since the Senate is not mentioned, we con-
clude that it did not exist at that time; but at the time of the vis-
it of Hadrian, the legislative power was exercised by a Senate, with
a President, a Scribe, two Magistrates and a Financial Council of ItSl'
When Hadrian visited Palmyra, he probably organized the Senate on the
Roman plan. When Palmyra became a Roman Colony, it received the
Roman Law, and the legislative power went into the hands of a Senate
and the People. The two names often appear in inscriptions. The
administrative officers were called Strategi; in the last period of
Palmyra's development, the administrative power was in one Family,
and finally went to one member of a family. In the time of Odena-
thus and Zenobia, the chief ruler was virtually an absolute sover-
eign. Zenobia had Advisors or Ministers - two of the most famous
were the philosopher Cassius Longinus and Paul of Samosata, a heretic
Bishop of Antioch.
The Senate did not hesitate to appropriate public money for
buildings and moniiraents. Although many private persons set up many
Tomb-Towers, Altars, and even Temples, the Senate also spent vast
sums in public improvements. Not the most uncommon of these appro-
priations were those for statues of distinguished Palmyrenes. Many
arc the inscriptions proclaiming the granting of statues to men, who
;rrr-i!Bor[ J8 vL'^bc^g'^it ote-ffvt .t«>f»J:/.-fj?f> e:.'T .•.7; .
-axv Qxlj io omit 9dS is d-jjd jdmi^ jrsiriS is ^talxa ^on ftlfj obuLo
• enolitqJt'joeni xd: nt^aqqa n»d-lo aexiisn owcf- arIT •©Iqo©'<I ©n':^ l>nj8
-jjxiooO io
-ciiiii 9114 nl •vllxiisx jb Io tecSmeui ©no :ffi©w xXlAnil: baa
-levoe ©d'tfloed'js \;IXjaj:iiiiv ejsw -isXjji latxio ©xi:t tfiio'onsS bnn surii
•jdooij-nA lo qoxiaxfi
^aj»T d-noqa oels ©vjsnoa ©a'^ ,e9lqiE©T rrsv© bnjs tauai-XA ,a"i©woT-
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liad faithfully s8rved the city at home, or led one of the great cara-
vans "back from the East, Regulations were made by the Senate^ con-
cerning duties on goods and the use of the water supply. Since the
city had the monopoly of the latter, very heavy charges were made.
The Customs Inscription of April 18, 137 A.D. is the longest inscrip-
tion ever found among the ruins here. It regulates tariff4 and wa-
ter -Kiharges in detail.
The Palmyrene ruler was not called a ICing until late in the his-
tory of the city. Even after the Senate was formed, the principal
executive power was probably in the hands of a representative of the
strongest family. With the increasing importance of the titles
given by the Romans to the Palmyrene ruler, came an increasing rank
to him at home. The Romans gave the title of "Senator", sue and fi-
nally, "Consul" to the family of Odenathus, and the Palmyrenes called
him "Head-Man" or "Lord". Theycalled Herodes "Prince of Palmyra";
Gallienus recognizwd Odenathus as "King of Palmyra", and the Palmy-
rene inscription of 271 A.D. cia»e- him "King of Kings." Finally if
the Romans did not grant the honor, Zenobia took the title of "Em-
peror" for her son, and she was supported by a united government in
her claim.
(b) Palmyrene Commerce and Industry.
In Ezekiel*s summary of the commerce of Tyre, great emphasis is
laid upon the richness and importance of the products of the East.
In the time of Rome, the value of the Eastern commerce had increased
to such an extent, that much of the magnificence of the Mother-city
«• JAv, &iio io dflij dxio'" JoajK aDoc j-jjij giutmeo
.JL ^•^^
• .sj'isXx aiiXiJi exij yiioauii hswoi
-ieva noli'
to evi3. a *to aboert ©rCJ- nl Y-Ccf^cTotq esw ^9Woq ©vJt;ti/yex9
-imlA^ edi- btts /'jciv.itIjs^ 'Ito t.niX" sb eiixfi^jiinsbO bwsixTBooe-x ei/neillsO
ai onaMxiavug i^ejx. ooiic ojjsw 911a Jbnji ,nc "loiaq
otq !i>XiJ- 'to ami.. esdniioii f>£id
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was drawn in products from far-eastern Provinces or from lands be-
yond Roman authority. Persian fabrics and gems, Indian woods and
jewels, went in a constant stream to the Roman capital. Pliny la-
mented the circumstance, claiming that it was draining the country
of its gold.
Many different routes were employed at different times in trans-
porting these Eastern goods to Western markets. some were used at
the same time, hiit in general, they fall into three divisions. The
one farthest the south, passing through Alexandria and across Arabia,
was principally used before Palmyra reached its highest development.
The middle one, by the Eastern Mediterranean coast and Palmyra,
reached the Euphrates and finally the Persian Gulf, and was the occa-
sion of the growth of the city. After the fall of Palmyra, trade
was carried on with the East, either by way of Aleppo and the country
north of Palmyra or through Arabia to Bostra(Bosrah) on the Persian
Gultf.
The trade-route from the East through Palmyra divided at that
point i one road led north-west to Horns about 70 miles away, and then
on the Antioch and finally to Rome. The other went south-west to Da»
§!iBcus, 150 miles distant. This supplied the Egyptian and Syrian
trade. In the early history of Palmyra, conimunicat ions were main-
tained with Egypt through Petra. The roads west of Palmyra were
well-laid out and carefully paved. They ran through a pleasant
country, thoroughly protected from violence. Guard-houses were
maintained at a distance of every three leagues. At Danava, half-
way between Palmyra and Damascus, were the headquarters of one of the
Roman legions.
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The territory east of Palmyra was not so secure, and the routes
were not so clearly laid out. To fit out and safely conduct a great
caravan across this waste, was no small undertaking - if successfully
done, it was regarded as worthy of puhlic recognition in the shape of
a statue in the Market-Place or along the Grand Colonnade of the mo-
ther*ici~ty. Such inscriptions commonly mention Vologesias as the
ohjectiYe point toward the East. This was a trading centre on the
Euphrates south-west of Babylon. The latter city was itself called
a "City of Merchants".
The Customs* Inscription throws some light on the nature of the
articles of commerce. Ointments are often mentioned, and so are
grease, oil and skins. To these must he added silks, jewels, per-
fumes and pearls from India, China, and JLrabia. The trade was very
profltahle, not on^-y to the merchants, but also to the city itself.
Heavy export and import duties were levied and the water of the city
was farmed out at high prices. Goods were transported by carts,
"femels and asses j since camels were largely supplied by the Arabs,
there gfew up a source of interdependence between the two peoples.
The great Customs' Inscription carefully regulated the size of don-
key and camel loads and fixed the rate of duty for each different ar-
ticle of merchandize.
The principal industry and interest of the city was the trans-
portation of goods. It could not be expected to direct its atten-
ilf^ The price for using the fountains was over 100 dollars; the
Greek of the inscription gives that amount as the annual charge.
^ A camel's load was made 300 kilos and a cart was allowed to car-
ry 1,200 kilosi the donkey's load was one-half that of the camel.
Wagons were used on the roads wefc^ of Palmyra.
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tion to manufactures, or art, or agriculture in a region poorly a-
dapted to Buch things. Its people were professional merchants,
finding their opportunity in the strategic position of their city;
BO they developed in the line of trading, even at the charge of "being
mercenary. Appian speaks scornfully of them as "those merchants
who seek among the Persians the products of India and Arahia, and
carry them to the Romans".
The city had some development of industries, however j there wsxx
Beeme to have been some activity in leather^making, and salt was
gathered in large quantities from the salt-imarsh south-east of the
city. They acquired skill in cutting and working stone, for it was
the most important element in their "building operations. The work
in precious metals and stones was important; onenQ,uarter of the ru-
ins is still pointed out today as that of the Soldv and "Silver fsmiths
In the year 258 A.D. , the guilds of ffbldn and S^ilver -smiths set up
aji inscription to Odenathus at thieir own expense.-- There was also
some development in pottery-making, though most of the product was
crude in finish, and ill-colored. Thdre was a trade in grease and
skins, the products of the herds "belonging to the Arab tribes. In a
word, Palmyra was not a great industrial centre.
(c) Gods and Religious Worship.
As might be expected from the location and development of Pal-
myra, the religion was eclectic in nature. The people took parts
from all the religions about them, since many representatives of
those religions were constantly passing in trade between the Eaxt
and the West. In the time of Zenobia, there was practically no
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State-^Religion. The Queen herself was probahly Egyptiani Longinus,
her chief minister, was a Neo-Platoniet i a part of the population
was probatly Jewish, and there is a hint of Christian influence
in
the city. There were also the followers of the ancient Syrian
gods
or of their own proto -types.
The main religious worship of the city centred about the old
Syrian gun-gods and the iaanetary system. The Roman system influ-
enced this system, but did not supplant it. The Roman gods were
worshipped to some extent under their Roman names - there being still
found an altar and inscription to Jupiter, dated 162 A.D. The Syrian
gods worshipped had their proto -types in the gods of the surrounding
nati one •
Thus^Malachbel or Bel, was the god of the Sun, corresponding to
Moloch of the Ammonites, and Melcarth of the Syrians. Aglibol, or
Jahribol was the Moon^god, but with male attributes, corresponding to
the Phrygian god, Athys. Supreme over these two gods, or couples
of
gods, there was another power often addressed as Baalsajnin, having
some of the &un\attr ibutes . It may be compared with Jupiter as the god
of Thunder; its symbol was the eagle. The title, Baalsamin, points
out Palmyra as a centre of Baal-worship along with Phoenicia. To
this god is, no doubt, addressed the oft-recurring indefinite allus-
ion, "to Him whose name be blessed, *etc'. of many inscriptions.
The Jev;s
could make such an indefinite allusion and refer as well to Jehovah
as to any heathen god . A common syllable in proper names is that
One inscription has no reference to heathen gods and is orna-
mented with tv;^o crosses.
bio QLii ^uocfB Laicfnao ^cd-io edt to li.iaTow ai/ot^irc-r rri^^n 9f[T
•J id;; abo-^ r:£..io>i arfT .ji J-nBlqqjja c^or: ^jjcf ^rasj-eYfa ald;^ beons
ili^+a arriad oierlcf - aaiitan rtsmoH 'ilarf* ^^f)ni; J-nadxa r3nT0? n.* .fienvri .{rj^fs^
^.p.^r--? ^rfT .1,A f^^I ,
-:+iqijX > ^- ,1.. ^r..
j-\.^ijiiijC'i iiJi. axij i^-ii- Ali aaq-y^j-oJ oiq ixarlj b^d baqqtdu^ovr aJE>08
lo sslqx.'-oo TO {Shos owcf essrf t to'to srrrsTq.-jS . r r- ?• -i,^ .-rr .r.rr-'
i)OS 9X10 aB T9d-lqjj"G r(*iw f)9TJ3qnroo scf -^bih .eedijdiiiijsfim;^ arlcf Tro amoa
-aulli3 ajixii^tofinJi axiinjjosi- jlo 9rf.+ fieaas^bbs ,j-cri;oI) on i)o;g aixi^
.afiDi-tqiToani Vfusm to . o.+9«»,b9QE9 Id" acT sfrLsrr 920ilw mlK .ocftno!
.lavorisr. [I9W SB ist3i bnn noiauris ^ftnttobnt as dof^B 92f^ bluoo
J-srfj eaiiLGn laqoiq at alrfaXlYa noTirtoo A , bo:i .aarf^.eerf ^:itjb o.i gjb
iSiiTO ai bnjs i&og naiiJ-iiarf oj aons'ia ie'i on a^xl noid-qi loa.Ti anO *
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of^ol or Bel, meaning god. A small tessera descrilDed by Bernoville
shov/s the three principal Palmyrene gods in their relative rank.
They are represented in Roman dress.
The city gave much attention to the erection of templefi and al*
tars, Not only at numerous places throiighout the city, hut also
throughout the surrounding country, altars were set up to the gods at
the eity's expense. Three ^ours east of Beida, three large altars
were "built and inscribed. Similar monuments have been found on the
road to Horns. The fountain of Ephca v/as also worshipped, aid an
altar was placed near it by one who ha.cl been cured in its waters.
The service of the fountain was in the hands of a few priests chosen
by election. The presiding deity of the place was made Aglibol, the
god of the Moon. At other places in the city there were costly tem-
ples. One was built to Osiris, another is sometimes called the
Little Temple of the Sun, but has lately been pointed out as the "Tem-
ple of the King's Mother".
The crowning glory of the sacred buildings, and of the city it-
self, was the Great Temple of the Sun, on a hill near the centre of
the city. This structure was very similar to the Temple of the Sun
at Ba»albelc; it is one of the largest and grandest temples ever
built. Several of the inscriptions speak of the great part played
by private citizens in the erection of the structure . The same in-
scription often praises the gods and individual citizens together.
A similar circumstance appears in honorary inscriptions to caravan
Taibol means "servant of god".
^Private citizens often took this method of expressing gratitude
bo the gods for favors expected or received.
li
aifijlii -^i^I s&ifij- tJ&btisH zo iQi^ij y'lifo^ uy-i.iT .saii3-^xo a'^s-tlo eii^;
srid- no bmjot noacf svsrf ad-nsncjnoii! i^Iiiiria •boolioaat bni? d-IiucT aiswl
riB bm ,69q:Ti:.r{?»'iov,' calB a5?\v' pto'f.T^ j/^ nJ:i3C^^J/ot e'-fT . ^jiitoH 0+ bi^o-i
.RiaJ-BW eJi i;ai«o .as? i' :.-v.- »:-(0 vcf «i -ij-a beoijiq cj^v, tB&Ls
n9aoi{o a^aHliq wo^ a to abnaarf arid- :3bw nhiinuot edi lo aoivioe erfT
Q!i& jIocrilsA 6/)sm asw eoi^Iq sxli ^0 ^:.tJ:sfe anibiasiq sriT .nojccJ-ooIo \'rf'
-ni&o \iId-aoo s'iqv; &iBdt viio srlJ .li aacfllq texito tA .nooM
9fij x)9ll£0 asfnjt^smoa ai isiioOfis ^attlaO oj- j-Ixjjcf qbw onO •aolq
-maT" 9i{J- as J-jjo bed-nioq naad ^,cl9i-3l a^rf dud ,fiija srfj- 9lqm9T elJ-vtlJ'
."i3£icroM a'saJtZ edcJ- lo 9Xq
-SL ^ito aiio lo biiQ ,83x11 blxjjcf Jb9noBa aiU" lo X'^-oL^' ^ntciwo^o sriT
I
lo aid-n9o edi tBsa ILtd £ no tfluB erfd- lo alq.neT j£9'i{) exiJ- aev.' ,ll9ei
nijS 9iij lo g.Cqri-? ^-.-f-
-lalimxa • - 7 ^'HjtOij'xJ-a einT .-^iiio 9d&
tov9 aeXqniOw tsoJjnBi^ bni? ;^ dii>-^-Lji^ cjriu' lo 9no ai ijLedls* sS of?
JbD'^^Iq .tieq isei^ ^r^c^ lo 3{^eqa anoiJ-qiioani ed) lo X^igveB .J-Iiucf
-ni 9rT«5 9^T , s-ii'.toa-tcJ-s srij lo not ^o^ie Bdi nJ: ans2i.tio e^ijviiq tcq'
.li^.^ijdao. c!-iOLiivti ;.. . -;ivlbnl bnjs abog arf^ aaalsiq ned^lo noid-qitoe
iLsvsiao cd^ a^oi^qJt^oanJ: 'osionori ni aiJsaqqB aonij^airiuoiiio laltmia A
."DOS "i*^ Ci'uJiT'is-j:" aif^5ni Io:.i£i
gb/jJ-iJ-jsia aniaaaiqxa lo boxi^tem ain^ :ioo& aeJlo Bnssi.tio sj-jsvli^^
ii
,f>f)vi::309i 10 f)9^09q:i9 3^o•psl -lol ab03 erid" od;;
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leaders where coinrfiercial and religious functions often center in the
same individual.
The Temple building was not as large proportionally as was its
outer court. The richly ornamented interior shows something of the
nature of the worship. The walls were heavy with ornament j the dec-
orations on the ceiling were particularly important. The twelve
signs of the Zodiac were represented in a circle. An inner circle
of seven figures seems to signify the Planetary system, and the blaz-
ing central head is certainly meant for the Sun, It points to a
cult similar to the Star-worship of the Persians and Chaldeans,
(d) LAITGUAGE, CALENDAR, and SYSTIM OP ITOMERAT ION
,
The Calendar used in Palmyra was Macedonian, being based upon
the rise of the Seleudidfte in 312 B,C, The months were the same as
those used by the Hebrews, excepting the use of Qinian instead of
Marcheshvan. The year began with Tishri (October),
The language of Palmyra was first Aramaic, It lay midway be-
tween the East Arsimaic, or Chaldean, and the West Aramaic, commonly
called Syriac, It closely resembled the Aramaic of Palestine, and
its characters were almost the same as the Hebrew. Ten of its fif-
teen letters were bi-lingual. There was a vulgar script and an of-
ficial writing; samples of the former have been fo^ond in many parts
of the world, carried there by Palmyrenes serving in Roman armies.
As the city developed, the written characters changed from the square
Hebrew into more ornamental forms. As Palmyrene connections extend-
The Palmyrene months as given in the inscriptions were: Thebet
(January), Shebat (February), Adar (March), Nisan (April), lyar (May)
Siwan (June), Thammuz (July), Ab (August), Elul (September), Tischri ,
(October), Qinian (Kovember), Kaslul (December),
it There was probably a national festival in the Spring, during the
• ImsbtrXbnt sritfia
eri^ -3:0 r^.f-ir' -o a swor'n - 'oM*ftem^n-io ^Xrfoi-r anT .J-!..oo 19^1/0,;
-09b sfU-
i jn.;.!i^:iv-ro rfdiw y,v\66ii &-i9W bII^w spIT .qiria-ow sricr 'io aiLrJ-Bnjj
svXswc^ eilT .^itE^-ioqMx \I.-rf:Lifoi:riB(i eiew ariiliso ex^:? no enoid-^ioji
s oi a^nioq d-I ,xxi;3 Qd^ -ro": .tfTBsnt ^cXni^^iso ai bsQrf XjBicfnso ^nt
i .8nf?©/^X.sr[0 brfB anf5i:a*rsq to qXxlaicw-'xsd-S 9f{:t ir-Strnta J-Xlo
noqu beQEd sniso' ,nj5lnof)eo£5M sbw fiTv:mXi3<I ni: beeir usfinsXBO sriT-
emaa end sisw arliJnoni a.-^T ,0.8: 51?: ^f.^ otbibjjeXea ©ri^ to eati eiii
I0 i)^t5.t8ni: n^inip 'io o£>.; s:i^ ;^.:i:cvit.i;xe tawsidsH ©li^ 1)9 a;j saorld-
,(':9doc)-oO) xtrfaxT rlJiw na^ed" -issv srfT .rusviiasrloiBM
-ecT Y/5wbXni ^^X .oisifDsiA cfe-Tit «i3w £'Tv,r>''r;^q to ^nj^jj^neX oriT
YXnommo-
,
-':.3^LE^A ieeW Qd& ^.lBBbLs^dO 10 tOl-i-.;^'iA J-n^BH ariJ- nsgwd-
I)nj? t-^^^-C-tasX^^ "io ai.sirLsiA erfd" JbeXtffrseai xLq&oIo cri .obXt^S IjsXIjso,
-•'^o rrj3 bus j-qiioa ^i^aXuv a^w s-rerlT ,X.s.o-3niI-.rc ti'^v/ a'lu.c sj, nciscj
^
ai-isq ^ctusM ni Jbro^'ol: noecT svjsri ^9J2^o'i ^ric^ lo BsXqiitsa igrtic^iiw XjsJcoi^,
,a9iims namoH ni aniviss 89nsiv;niX£S[ \;cf o^©^{d• .F)«»j;-fiflt> ^Miow 9ji.+ lo
-!5r:oT;^s r^x\oxcro&nnoo &nb'i\iiilBq: sA .emo^ X.&cfx-.ea^-ii'- .i
-jiooi ocJ-ni ?/9id"9H i;
d-Gd9r[T ibtaw anoid-qitoanX ni n&vxg a^? Qii^noin • -rj^o; o.-fT ^
iB^I .(Xi'iqA) nj3ax^ .(.rloi^M) ui:.A
,
(^ci^'icfe'e:) ^ , ( v-ij^i/nx;!.
)
.
('X9c;aT9 09G:) XvIsjsX
,
(*j9dnt9voU;:
. .-xfiip jCiecro:Qdi s^tiijb ,a^i^q8 9x1^ ai Xj3vicia9l- X£^nio^B^ x^ \:Xosdo*iq a^ s'xsrfT
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ed into other nations, new elements came into the language, Per-
sian, Arabic, Hebrew, Greek and Latin, all contributed in one way or
another to it. Many Nabatd^ proper names appear in the inscrip-
tions, and others are made by a union of Arabic and Syriac roots. In
the time of the Christian Roman Empire, the Edessine Aramaic was the
prevailing tongue. In Islamic times Arabic was the official means
of coramunicat ion J a later rule brought in Turkish, but the common
people still speak Arabic,
The Greek language became the tongue of learning and culture all
over Syria; it appears on Palmyrene monuments along with Palmyrene
"but it is doubtful if it was JBXKrjc ever fully understood in that city.
Over 60 Greek inscriptions and 100 Palmyrene have been copied and jix.
published, Latin was not used to any great extent.
The pnly Palmyrene writ ings extant are upon stone, but of these
there are many. On tomb, on temple, on sacrificial altar, or on
commemorative tablejf, the praise-loving Palmyrene was always ready
to set down names and dates, - but little more that would tell of the
.-{/a^. life of his native city. The votive+inscript ions were often opened
7co.3o.
with an indefinite address to Deity- the mortuary inscriptions gen-
erally close with a conventional expression of grief- the public mon-
iiments were duly inscribed by "SENATE AND PEOPLE", These inscrip-
tions extend over a period of nearly three centuries, from 9 B,C. to
271 A,D, Nearly all of them are in Greek or Palmyrene, generally
month of Nisan, for many of the altars were set up at that time. Ma-
ny governmental inscriptions are dated Ab (August); there may harve
"been another general gathering at that time,
"To HIM, whose name be blessed for evei'^ and ever", etc. The
first of such inscriptions is dated 111 A,D, - D.V.No. 74,
^ "Hannata, daughter of Barepha, Alas"!- •
-t£><I •os^ugn^X odi ocTni ermo a^nsmQls v/en ^atloi^Bil 'ied&o odrl fce !i
ii
nr:..39Jr: .LB;:c^^ri:A a£W oxq^-xA asnitcl- olnifilal nl ,91/3^0^ snili jijvaiqj
• oicfB^A 2£i59qe ILi&a olqosqi
-xflt fjelqoo naad av^rl efibi^rfftiBq oo.r Bnc anoi .tqi-toarii ^ioaiO 03 isvO
• c^naJ-xb viii Jbecjjj &oci a^w ni ^bJ •Jbarfeildjjq
esarfd- to j&noJ-a noqjLr a-xa ^n^jxe v^nio'iiw 9naiv;inlB<I \;InQ a^T
no TO ^1Bt£s. iBtotliioiiQ no tSlqms^ no junroj r;0 .vrijsm 9^Js oTgdj-
-VBWI^ aj3W snaiY^iLCJS*! 3nx voI-9tjj:Biq aiii ^^axo^j svx JBiori^amrrfOo
axijf lo xiau i)Ixjow ^j3x£^ aioni al^fo^ll ^utf - ^aa^aJb f)nB eemBn nwoi) ^aa od^
Banaqo nocflo aiaw anoi c^qiioanl+avicfov arCT .v^Jio avi.jnn ai.-x' 1-
--/^ir
-nas anolcrqi'iOQiii: ^ij^Lr^-fOfr oilJ-" -vdJiea c:R3-:f)f>^ i.u':.eb£ii ux: x..;
-nom ollQjjq 311+
-IsiTs lo noiaaaiqxa I^noJt^navnoo £ r:,ti:w aaolo xlXsta
-qiToani aaarIT ."aiqoai qtIA KTATIKS" ^cT fjaa'l-ioanx X-'is^b aiaw e:tf^-—
:
cJ- ,0.a moil tafjl*if./.jTiiSO aeiifj xliiaan lo bol*-
\:II^5-£9ns3 janai^I^q
-J3M qQOslj i^Bdt .
averf ^^jsiri a'tarl:
3ilT .octa
.i^? .0;
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in both languages. There was one Hebrew inscr iptiton and one in La-
tin. The later writings often contain proper names with Romanjprae-
nomen; one of the writings is full of Jewish proper names. One of
them is looked upon as of Christian origin.
The Palmyrene system ofNumeration was very simple, and much
like that of the other Syrian states; the symbols employed mark the
four
first steps toward the Arabic numerals. The following £txK s^oabols
were used in different combinations: \,/ (l),^^ (5), ) (20),-^ (101
They were simply placed side by side and the number indicated was th^
sum of them all. In order to expreM hundredifes, the sign --? was
placed after another number i —? then lost its value as ten. There
were written names for their numerical characters, and a number of
such names has been discovered in either masculine or feminine form.
They always came after the names of the objects counted.
^ Thus counting from right to left, would be [\3 would
be 22i \U'r^ would stand for 14 and liu-^-^lii/for 414. The cost of
the use of the fountain was~^*k>V^ (800) denarii.
- (Customs' Inscription, 2nd col., 1,8.)
The inscription was set up in n.V^J-:*),,, (448) by the Palmyrene Calendar.
The names for 1-9, 16,300,10000. D.V.No.95 shows the expres-
sion "For the second time."
-jsil at ano bttB no* ^qt'toeiii ^.'sicf^H ©no saw yiariT ,ai oi nl
lO .BSiTLp;!! leqotti rfsiwsT. ^'^i - i .Jii
(01) ^-eCOS) t(c) \^ ,(1) :artoJ:cf£nio''iaoo cjneiel'iiJb nx bsnij b'lav;
-a
.ix"X£itj>x) (008) 8J3W nis^fijjol oii^ lo esu siiiJ^
{ ,8.1 1 .loo f>ii2 ,noi^qx*ioanI 'amocFaxjO) -
.'Bi)n8l£0 on8'rcrril6<T exit vcf (Sf'i-. nx qu c^68 e^sw xioi: Jqiioeni o
-aaiqxs ori^ awoxla v..c.j.'.,y.a .OOOCJ. ^ 00^; , dl t . TOXiixx: sxiT
".emtd" JjnoosB arid- to'C" nojta
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(e) Art and Architecture,
Tiie art of Syria dxiring tlie Roman occupation was Greek* This
great civilizing influence had first come into the country in the
success and Eastern march of Alexander's army. The situation at
Palmyra was the same as that which existed at Ba'albek, Petra and
other places. There was a crude indigenous art, which received
the Greek and left its influence upon it. The product was a com-
posite of many aiiferent art tendencies. Oriental imagination took!
i
the somewhat rigid forms of classic art and loaded them with orna-
ments. As the result there grew up "xHflt an artificial rococo
style of scu|)pture and architecture distinguished more for splendor
than for feeling." Ceilings, pilasters, and capitals were covered
with various combinations of the gr cluster, the leaf, txie egg
and diamond-shaped relief* Gold-foil and bronze were used on stonei,
where mere carving was not sufficient.
|
I
One element of Palmyrene architecture was unique; this was the
construction of Tomb-Towers, In this, the Asiatic turn to the Pal-:
myrene mind is manifest. The Persians and other nations have had
such towers, but they Im-ve not been used by Western nations. The
j
I
Persian towers were built for the purpose of holding the dead, until
consumed by wild birds; but the Palmyrene Towers were for the sake ot^
protecting the remains of the dead. Not all the dead were laid a-
way in towers; many tombs have been found
,
under-ground and above-
ground, and this mode of burial was mostly used after the Roman in-
fluence became strong. '
The latest date found on any Tomb-Tower is that of 102 A.D. on
the Tower of Elabftlus Manftus (C.I.G.4505. ).
. 8J3V/ noigfiquooc ixjamoK arid- ;-jni:Tx;l) alixE erlT
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The Palmyrene romb-Towers were of two kinds - those on the Flaii^i,
which were older, and those on the hills and in the valley above the
city. The later Tov/ers are much better preserved than those on the
plain. These Towers were ordinarily built of rough stone, although
some of thera are smoothed off and carefully ornamented in the inter-
ior • They were generally from four to six stories high, with stone
stairways running from top to bottom; the bodies were kept in sealed
compartments one above the other, opening off from a central court
in each story. At the back of each Tower there was often a cave
with rough divisions, possibly for slaves or dependents. The es-
timated^apacity of such a Tomb Tower was between 450 and 500 bodies.
Thus all the connections of a great family were gathered together for
many generati ons in one great tomb.
^ The Tower of lamblichus deserves special notice. It had an
open central room in each story, with coffin-like recesses on each
side for the reception of bodies. Between each recess was a fluted
ipilaster bearing acanthus leaves. Busts in half-relief ornamented
the wall opposite the entrance in the first story; these busts have
all been destroyed by the Arabs. The ceiling was made of panelled
stone, ornamented with bright blues and browns and a star-shaped
white flower in relief. The colors and the acanthus leaves are
seemingly as clear-cut and distince as when left by their makers.
4^ Wright measured the Tower of Kasr-eth-tunyeh, He found it six
stories high (11 ft.), with the top lacking. It measured 33-^ feet
aroung below, and 26 feet above. It contained places for 480 bod-
ies.
° see D.V.5T0.65. "This tomb with all its decorations has been
built of their own means, by Zebeida and Samwil, son* of Levi, the
son of Jacob, the son of Samwil, in honor of their leather Levi, as an
eternal resting-place for him, for themselves, their children and
grand-children, forever. In the month of Nisan, 523 (April 212 A.D.J
(c
Z 44.
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Pew statues or busts illustrative of Palrnyrene art still
remain,
but such of|tbose as were found in the rowers and the Temples, go to
show the artificiality and lack of feeling of PaDioyrene art.
The
women figures are better carved than the men; both classes
are gen-
erally shovm with a Semitic or Jewish cast of countenance.
The
draping of the garments is Roman and convent ional i on the
head is
placed a round, close-fitting capjfor the men, and a flowing cloth
foi^
the women. The conventional commemorative female bust shows
a fig-
ure teitoKKiinsix half-reclining and leaning on one elbow. An
at-
tendant presents a cup at one side.
In scui»pture as in building, the Palrnyrene had a beautiful but
yielding stone in which to work. It was not marble, but a
pinkish-
yellow limestone easily handled, and retaining its color in spite
of
the weather. Several quarries were used in the surrounding
moun-
tains; one of the most important was about an hour north
of the city.
The dazzling whiteness of its public buildings, along with its
green
groves, made Palmyra one of the most beautiful Cities of its day.
Greek architecture was the prevailing type; all the capitals are
Corj
inthian except those in the Temple of the Sun. The construction
of
temples, of CTollonnades and Aqueducts, was very similar to that
in
other Cities which came under Greek and Roman influence.
The Temple of the Sun was the most extensive building in the
city. It included an inner Temple building and an outer
Court.
This Court, a square with sides over 700 feet long, was surrounded
by a wall over 70 feet high. The blank wall space was
broken up by
fluted pilasters supporting a frieze and a cornice; between
the pil-
asters were window openings. The court was surrounded by a
double
(9
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row of pillars except on the west side. The pillars were about
40
feet high with ornaxaented capitals, and support^ a decorated en-
tablature. The double row of colijmns recalls Herod's Temple, but
WSLS different in that each col^xnn had a corbel for supporting a
Btat'oe. The grand entrance on the west side was approached by a
series of steps or terraces over 100 feet wide. A portico of ten
BOlunns coTered the entrance way, wlich was in three divisions. The
central door was over 30 feet high and 15 feet wide; the side doors
trere half as large.
The Temple building stood on a raised platform near the centre
of the court. Its dimensions were about 45 by 100 feet; it was
surrounded by a single row of fluted coltjcmns, 60 feet high, with cap-
itals of bronze. The building was constructed of immense blocks
of
stone, so carefully joined, even without mortar, that a knife blade
cannot be inserted between them. some of these stones were over
20
ffeet longi the sides to the main entraaee to the Temple enclosure anoc
were monoliths.
The doorway to the Temple proper was as large as the central
division of the main entrance, and was on the xi west side between
two colixnns. It was similar to the entrance to the small temple
at
Ba'albeki the lintels showed the same eagle ornament with^put -spread
wings. Immediately inside the Temple door there were two basins,
one on each side. They were about 13 feet deep and were probably
used in washing sacrifices. The most important division of the Tem<
pie was in the east endj a small chamber was cut off on the north of
this division and another on the south. The morth chamber was
rich
ornamented with busts and a ceiling of panelled stone. This
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ceiling lield the famous Z'odiacal signs and figures of the gods,which
have ^iven some idea of Palnyrene religion. It was also ornamented
with square and diamond shaped designs in color.
Many honorary inscriptions were set up in the Temple of the Sun,
and in the confusion of dates, it ^dis difficult to ascertain the ±±k
time of its erection. The first of these dates is 21 A. D. .another
followed in the year 49 A.D., and the sons of Malchu honored their
father with one in 85 A.D. There are others, among them 178 A.D.
and 257 A.D, It is prolDable that the Temple was "built at the close
of the first century or at the beginning of the second, during the
patronage of Hadrian
•
Leading directly up to the main entrance of the great Temple,
was a long "Colonnade which extended through the heart of the city
from the Valley of the Tombs. It was almost a mile long and con-
tained over a thousand columns, when first erected. Judging from
the three divisions of the great Arch at the east end, two side col-
xmnades were also planned but no traces of them exist now. The
columns were 55 feet high from pedestal to the top of the capital;
in some places they supported a raised foot-way and a cornice for
sustaining coverings for the street beneath. This resembles the
Colonnade of Antiochj Apamea, Damascus and other great cities of ±kK
that time had similar long Colonnades.
A foot^passage paved with marble led along the side of the
street, by the bases of the columns. One of the aqueducts came a-
cross the hills on the west, and entered the city along the south
side of the Colonnade. On the inside of many of the columns there
was a corbal, or bracket, for supporting a statue. As the columns
\
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were not monoliths, it was easy to cut one section with a projecting
hracket i a fev/ of the corbels were inserted in cavities ix cut into
the colixnns. The pillars of the Colonnade were well proportioned
but less carefully worked out in matters of detail, than those in the
Temple of the Sun. The Great Arch, on the other hand, was covered
with ornajnental designs. Its jambs and side panels were covered
with climbing grape-vines and leaves. The Colonnade could not have
been built after 155 A.D. for there is an inscription of that date
upon one of its columns. The whole structure was probably a part of
Hadrian's great plan for beautifying the city.
In addition to the great mon^jmants of the city, the Palmyrenes
also paid close attention to smaller details of buildings, for the
ornament or service of the city. The small Temple of the King's
Mother is a little masterpiece in its simplicity. It is very sol-
idly built and possibly owes its preservation to that tK fact. Its
dimensions are about 25 by 50 feet; its height has been diminished by
sand which has drifted in about it. The front of the Temple is or-
namented by a portico, having a well cut frieze; the whole is sup-
ported on st:c columns. There are windows in the sides of the build-
ing, plain within, but ornamented without with pilasters crowned with
acanthus leaves. One of the columns in front bears an honorary in-
scription dated 131 A.D.
Commemorative columns werS erected in honor of the Roman allies
or of illustrious citizens. Many altars were set up for religious
service and sometimes these were of silver. Nimbers of small chap-
els were erected, often by private enterprife. These have some-
times been called the dwelling places of the wealthier families; the
prevailing desire for ornament is shown in the general use of two
columns by the doors of such buildings. On some of the moat public
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streets imposing porticoes were built by private persons. The Jews
were allowed to build for their own worship, con??siderable ruins of 4
third century synagogue having been unearthed.
The imperative need of a reliable water-Supply called for the
construction of sin aqueduct. The fountain of Ephca and nearby
spring were not sufficient, so connections were made with the great
spring of Abul Pawaris, one-half hour to the west, in the plain be-
yond the hills. An undergroi>ind passage eight feet deep by four
feet wide, was lined with stone and served to conduct the water into
the city. At regular distances shafts were sunk to facilitate con-
struction and aid in the manageanent of the water-course. The aque-
duct led into the heart of the xkkf: city
,
ending near the Grand Colj^
onnade
,
possibly in the Market-Place.
Of theatres there are no traces. If Palmyra followed Roman
taste in this respect, the remains of the buildings lie buried in th^
sand. There seem to be some evidences of baths, but these are also
probably below the present level of the city. A sign of Roman in-
fluence is evident in the paved roads on the main routes into the
city. Their importance in war and in the development of commerce
with the east was of the first importance. Easy and rapid communi-
cations were thus established between Palmyra and Damascus and Horns
on the west* The distance was regularly measured off by mile stone^
with inscriptions. Although routes were less definitely followed
in the region east of Palmyra, both roads and raile stones existed,
especially toward the north-east.
Palmyrene terra-cot ta and pottery work was of only mediocre or-
der. Pew specimens of pottery have been found and they aeem highly
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' colored and somewhat coarse. There ard many specimens of little
tablets and other tesserae in clay,; they are very valuable as wit-
nesses to the life of the city, if showing but little art. They
iwere of many shapes, - sometimes round, often irregular, represent-
ing houses, crescents, pyramids and the heads of animals. some were
cone shaped and served to typify the regenerative force in nature,
^ which was often worshipped - sometimes as a god, sometimes as a god-
dess. These tesserae were not held on strings but were carried
loosely like coins.
Palmyrene art was artificial; it was transient; it may have been
decadent, - but it had an individuality of its own. It was the out-
j
growth of a life which was both artificial and transient; in its com-
bined Oriental and Occidental spirit it created a type of feature in
its statues which is recognized as Palmyrene by the most careless ob-
i| server; the style of architecture of ruins on the Euphrates points
'i
s
jj
them ouf definitely as Palmyrene.
(f) PALMYRENE CIVILIZATION Am LI?E.
I
Western culture met Arab vigor in Palmyra on neutral ground.
The resu^-tant ^ife, it cannot be called nationality, was neither
j
Greek nor Arabic; it was a composite of many civilizations yet £ dif-
fering from them all. In spite of its mushroom growth^Palmyrene
life had characteristics of its own. Of all the Syrian cities, it
was the one to retain the greatest individuality in language suid cus-
I
toms. It did not adopt the Roman system of numeration or of calcu-
I
lating time,
^ "Tsenabar , son of soraiku,"
II
- -
-,3on of soraiku." —D.V. ITo.130,
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It has been said that Grecian culture and art, Egyptian burial
custoiKis and Perxism luxury, all found a place in Palinyrene life -
and that ±k. is so; it is also a fact that Roman life had its influ-
encey for Roman names and customs were adopted as honorable; Uabatfean
families brought in a different life and manner of speech; the Jews
found a home there and prospered - Arabic forms and names were a
part of that life from the very beginning. In short, like all great
commercial centres, Palmyra was cosmopolitan.
Palmyrene bur ial-customs deserve notice, V7ith true Semitic
feeling, great reverence was paid to ancestors. In addition to the
numerous tomb-towers and commemorative tablets already described,
great care was taken for the preservation of the dead. Miaramifica-
tion was much used in the early history of the city, but declined
with the growth of Roman influence. The method of preparing m\ara-
mies in Palmyra was the same ± as that used in Egypt ; mummies and xk
wrappings found in the two countries are very jcaaciiXK. similar. This
close resemllance may show that part of the Palmyrene population was
of Egyptian descent, we cannot say whether mummification had the
same religious signification that it had in Egypt or not, some Pal-
myrene skulls contain quantities of peach, apricot and date seeds^the
significance of which is not understood.
Ancient Palmyra was ten or twelve miles in circumference and was
surrounded by cultivated fields. The heart of the city, now repre-
sented by the Colonnade and the Tensile of the Sun, was open and well
^1^ Mummied remains point to the Palmyrenes as a race of large sta-
ture and powerful build.

arranged; it gave opportunity for lavish display in public monu-
ments. The common people lived apart from this central district an^
probably in greatest nimibers in a section north of the Colonnade.
Addison reports having outlined streets in that locality. The poor
were very poor and were taxed for the necessaries of life. Pew 4f
any details of their homes have been found; they were built of some
very perishable material; if of wood, second capture of the city
by Aurelian would answer for their disappearance. They were probab
ly set up of clay or of some soft building stone which has been dis-*
solved by heat and storms.
The Palmyrenes honored the man who fostered commerce. They
reached out farther and farther in their transactions until they in-
eluded the entire east. stimulated by the desire for gain, they lejd
caravans across deserts and through dangers of robbers; the result
upon the whole people was to maJce them hardy and enterprising^ ready
to go out and to bring things to pass. Aramean, Arab, Greek, Ar-
menian, Jew and Persian worked in a common field, against common
dangers; they were fused together into a life unified enough, to
found and maintain a great city.
The inner life of that city passed away, leaving few^def inite rc^
cords. We know that the same pride in family and in family line s
often found in t-he Bast, was feljf also in Palmyra, Marriages ordin-
arily took place between members of the same line^ and the names of s
man*s ancestors were placed with his own on public monuments. To 4
certain extent this was necessary, because of the small number of
proper names used. This came about from the custom of naming chil«f
dren after the grandparents, Tlie first male child was najned after
the paternal grandfather, the first female child after the paternal
..5
; t
<
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grandi! other i the second son v/ae named after the maternal grandfather j
the second g±Ki daughter after the maternal grandmother. Other
children v/ere named for more rencte ancestors.
the
The Palmyrene dress was modeled afterisfek Greek and Roman. The
different statues give considerable information along this line. The
principal garment of Eii "both men and women V/as a wide-flov/ing robe,
with many folds, secured atout the waist bj^ a girdle. It was draped
lin such a way as to leave part of the aim bare. The men sometimes
BTore a kind of bagg:'' trousers. Most of the statues representing men
show the subjects with heads bare, and hair and beard arranged in
curling, conventional forms. Some are siiown with a rovmd caj), re-
sembling the Tarbusch (fez) of the present day, but being wider at
tlie top than at the bottom. Sometimes this was wrapped v/ith a wide
Bloth forming a turban, A sraall vriite cap was sometimes worn under
this Tarbusch, The head-dress of the women alvirays shows the great-
est care. The hair was neatly drawn up over the head and caught
c/ith an encircling cloth, often ornamented with spangles or gems.
Phis cloth head-dress fell down in graceful folds behind the neck and
shoulders; it might easily have been used as a veil when occasion de-
mnded.
The dress of the Palmyrene wom.en calls to mind a most Important
3haracteristic of Palniyrene dress - its richness. Gold and gems and
Jther ornaments were used in the greatest profusion. The necks
ind bosoms, shoulders and arms of the women are represented as cover-
sd with rings and spangles. The Oriental spirit of the people is
shown, not only in the overloading with ornament, but also in the
rigures used,- the crescent being the most common.
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Mention iias already been made of the numerous tesserae of Pal-
myra, and their connection with Palmyrene art. They also h&ve great
lvalue as throwing light upon the life of the city, sometiLnes the
small objects seem to have been used as visiting cards. They held
either the name of the ov/ner or the trade v/hich he followed. At
other times they probably served as tickets, either to public enter-
tainments or to religious feasts. Tlie mortuary tesserae v/ere issued
in large numbers at the death of a person to be given to relatives
and friends. If such a thing existed in Palmyra jo: as largesses of
joil and corn, some of these clay tablets were used as certificates,
entitling the holders to shares. They were given out by the offi-
1
cers in charge.
Little more can be said of the life of the ancient city. The
abs^ence of records s and of a literature leave us only to surmise.
Wr'iat v.'ere the aiirasements, the questions be-fore the people, the every.
\ day life of the multitudes ?/hich came aimd went through its streets,
I
we can not say. We know that a brief life was lived, thjat it passed
j
away like a flov^'er, leaving behind only a suggestion of v/hat had
been. We know that there was a civilization there^with marks of in-
dividualality ; but we cannot say that there ever v/as a true spirit
of nationality. The great extent of author itj* from Salahieh and
Zenobia on the Euphrates, to the Mediterranean on the west, was only
nominal, to pass away with the destruction of the main city. The
^ "Qasbel (has died)". D.V. 131.
D.V,No,16 mentions gifts of oil to citizens, soldiers and
strangers on the occasion of Hadrian's visit. In this connection
notice D.V,lTo.l46, 147- "Ouzzi, Bread and Oil." This inscription
was found on a tessera ornaraented with a figure of the sun.
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Western c^Jilture was a varnish, polishing the sizrface of the Eastern
life; Palmyrene life was unstable, called into being by a happy com-
bination of circijcnstances, built of discordant material and dissolved
by the first stern opposition that appeared.
I
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PALiimiA. PKESEITT.
(a) The Village and surrounding Country.
Palmyra may be readied from the '^ewst lay way of either Damascus
or Horns. The former route is the longer, extending over about 150
miles; it lies toward the north-east and passes through several small
desert villages, whose existence is made possible, by springs of wa-
ter. The second route goes south-east from Horns and covers about 70
miles. Traces of old Palrayrene roads are here to be found, and the
entire journey can be made by carriage. The first route is more
difficult for carriages, but has often been traversed in that way.
Horses and camels furhish the commonest means of transportation and
travel. It seacns possible that a bicycle might also be used in
pleasant weather.
The Plain wewt of Palmyra is broken up by spurs of the Anti-
Lebanon mountains, which spread out to the east like the fingers of
a hand. The general direction of these ranges is north east; one
line, reaching from near Damascus to Palmyra, has the name Djebel
Tadmor. With one of the other spurs, which makes a curve to the
north, this range encloses an obldng plain, immediately west of Pal-
n^rra. This plain at its widest extent, is about 30 miles across;
it is perfectly level; it slopes to the east and opens upon Palmyra
by a pass through the two chains at their point of meeting.
The country about Pali;?yra has no streams, has a scanty vegtlS-
tion of desert grass and kali plants, and supports a population only
where springs bre^ak through. Most of the villages are located near
the west end of the plain. The main expanse is dry and dusty and
lies glaringly white in the strong Syrian sun. The soil is sandy in
but few places, being in general a clayey marl. The mountains are
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"bare and of a whitish-"brown color. They offer a desolate retreat
from which the Bedouins can rush down upon caravans passing through
the plain. The northern line is Marbit el Hlsan, associated with
the Arab hero, Antar, The mountains just west of Palmyra are the
Djebel Abiad, or "White Mountains,
To call this region the Syrian Desert is a mistake, in spite olj
the desolate nature of the country in the summer months. In the
winter there is considerable rain-itfall but the water soon sinks awaj^i
The absence of trees and other vegetation leaves no protection agaii^sb
the strong rays of the sun, and the whole country is baked and
parched in a short time. In the Spring, the "Desert" is covered
with bright-colored flowers, and a considerable growth of vegetatiorl
springs up, showing the fertility of the soil. Dr.Geo.E.Post of the
Syrian Protestant College, Beirut, says that the soil could easily
be brought under cultivation, if the water supply could be kept con-4
tihuous; that the hope of the country lies in the development of ar-j
tesian wells. This process would ts^ the under stratum of water
which seems to underlie the whole plain; it breaks forth in a few
places at the present time in abundance, in never-failing springs*
There are few animals in the neighborhood of Palmyra, owing to
the lack of food. Herds of gazelles are sometiijies seen and the jer||-
boa, or desert mouse, honeycombs the ground in places with nxamerous
holes. Large black lizards and rabbits also haveholes there j some
travellers have seen a species of skunk.
Most of the villages of the Palrayrene plain have little connec-|
tion with the ancient city. The first one of importance, definite-
ly associated with Palmyra, is Karyaten, situated about 75 miles to
~:ri& gniaasq en^vBteo noqu swob daist ruso ani:]jof>9?! srid- rfol'iv/ raoil
vlisBS i)IjL;oo lioa exii ^^icf a-Njiia ^^uniaa ,9geIIoD .tnjB ja6.•to^*I ristt^B
-noo J-qsaf scf Muoo Y-tqqua -ie:tisw oiid- tt ^no ti&rt^Lx!o tebnu ixigir cncT scf
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jB ni d&tot a^seid &t jnifslq sloifw adi alLtabnu ernasa dotdw
w,t^^^i^qB •^^±IX^^-Tove.^' ^ ^ eorBf>nfJcfi5 rtx 9iiix >'^i':©e :; "^^.-iJ- asojRlq
--190 i>nB noaa 89JCi:^9aioa q1£ 89ll9S£3 lo alngH •f)ool to ioaX arid-
a;.;:-" * v"^^- rf^lw aso^Xq ni; Jbmrois 9rC^ aa'^oovaxxor: ^';'^o -to ^£oJ
axiioa iii"i9ji^ e^XoxfeviiLi oeXjs avlcid^i £>rfjB 8i)*LBsXl ^oiilu t'^ji^.. .aoXoxI
•2L[tirj£a lo t9io9qe ^ nage svaif eTsCXoY^iJ-
-T-j^-'.rrn':' f>X-+.\^^ avp.d niBlff snsT.r-X??^ er?'.-?- lo ea^rXrirv (?fr.-*- Ir +5f>''''
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the west, almost in the center of the oblong plain. Its ancient m
name was Kirjaithin, or Nazalai the present name means "Two cities".
This village was prohably a post on the route from Palmyra to the
West. At present it is a Syriac village with a Turkish guard. It
has r±ch vineyards and some poor fields or durra, or Guinea corn.
It has a souvenir of Palmyra, in the shape of an inscribed stone
bearing Zenobia's name. This is built into the wall of the sheikh*
u
house. Eb^
It is 17 or 18 hours by horseback from Karyaten to Palmyra. E-
leven hours to the south-east, at the foot of the mountains, is the
well-known spring of Ain 1bqpB± Wu'ul, or of the Tbex, It is common*
ly used by passing caravans, and cdrtainly was a water-supply in Zen-
obia*s time. About 7 hours north-east of Karyaten, there is a lone-
ly tower by the side of the desert route. Near it there are ruins
of pools, of an aqueduct and of other buildings. The site is calle I
Kasr-el-Her and probably marks the loaation of the ancient Heliarami i
which was a road station west of Palmyra. The tower is built in
Palmyrene style and bears Palmyrene sun-disJs« on one of its sides.
It was evidently partly rebuilt in the t ±m of the Caliphate.
Pive hours west of Palmyra is Beida, the site jDcf of another
fort and road-station in Zenobia*s day. It lies north of the regu-
lar route from east to west, amd has simply a mud guard-house and a
well. A few Turkish soldiers are stationed there, to protect the
eastern end of the plain; bands of Bedouins still come down from the
mountains, however, and attack caravans, killing men and driving a-
way camels. The guard has only recently been stationed there. The
well is very ancient and measures over 80 feet in depth. The water
is sulphurous, but is the only supply in that vicinity. An hour
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east of Beida are the remains of an ancient fort. Three hours to
the east, there is a salt-marsh in rainy weather. The country be-
canes marshy in many places during the rains, owing to the lack of
streams. Dr. Post aays that he once saw a district of ten square
miles turned into a marsh by a sudden storm. In this same aalt-
marsh there are three Palnyrene altars, one of which bears an in-
scription. Dr. Harvey Porter of the Syrian Protestant College,
translates it as follows: "The City has erected this to Him, whose
name is forever blessed, from the money of the Treasury, under the
»#TKrHB*«<t»» M« administration of the Treasurers Zebeida, son of Thaimo
•Amed Mosku, and Moquimu, son of Yarhibol Agmala, and Yarhi, son of
ITurbel Sagri, and Anani, son of Malku Anani. In the month of March,
the 21st day, in the year 425 (114 A.D. )?
One-ha If hour west of the old city is the fountain of Abul Pawaif-
is, whence aqueduct ruins lead down the valley, to the city on the
other side of the mountiin range. On entering the pass between the
northern and southern mountains, the entire extent of ruins comes
into view, spread out ovdr the Plain which lies somewhat beneath the
one we have been following from the west. The pass itself is the
famous Valley of the Tombs of Palmyra. The Plain of Hamad, dreariei
and more extensive than the one to the west of Palmyra^ slopes off
gently on the east toward the Euphrates. No villages or oases
break its barrenness. One range of mountains appears on the south-
em horizon, extending from east to west. Eight hours to the south-
east of the city are ruins which have never been identified. Three
or four miles south-east, is a salt marsh which offers a field for
one of the most important indrustries of the present village. Fif-
>i Qiuod 09irCT ..-fiot ^aetoLiB an 1o eaiactioT arfrh sia sibteS. to j-a^s
fiijaupa net lo .toJti.teif) a w^a 3ono srf j-firfj- a-^sa J-ao^ .la .anissicj-s
saorfv? ^ralH oj- airfj- i>8J-09T9 aari x^'^'-tO srfT" lawollol a.s .tl ay^tFl^fTB-t^
lo iica tiifijsY I>iia ,£lBnT:s^ Iocfi^^^fiY ^0 noa jUniiupoM bnB jX/rieoM l)9niA*
t
'^^•^^•V orld- rrl .AnsfLA. nsllfilvl lo noa jiii^inA Jbrr^ ^t-L^.::. .CacfiuTI
IxjcfA xo alfid-nuol 9if^ at v^io ^lo srCcf d-89W tuoif 'ilArr-9nO
-,4.
^Y3lls"r .-'-o.c cn.':^"' -'ouLgupja aonsxlv;
9i{j iiyc*-AC9G ay^q alio sitt 19 >tii9 nO • s^iiBi nijfect-iUJOia 9x1* to Qhta teriio
QSiT.oo anxin to J-netxe atltrrs 9fio ^ant£&a^Jom nted&isoQ biiB meil.tioir
9r<'- i^.'+.ofsr'f-ff / r'"'r'"-? ''T '^^J!!'' r'o^r^v' •-//jT'T •jfeT'"' ^'^^-ff^ ^-.-tc. ?•-.,- o^rr^
T5±iB9-if) tljijiTiBH to ni^l^ srfT •JstYraC-B^I to acfinoT sn'c ^0 ^jgll^V auom^t
-r£v+jjoa Qiii no aiflgqqs anis j-nxjoiii to ssrtsT 9n0 .aa9r[n9ft6cf sd"! i^a9^a'
-rftjjoa srfj Ov+ aijjoif ciigia .-+a9W of v+s^59 r.oil ani^rfec*-::?
^
rro^iTor' me
99-iffT •i)9i'ix.ta9i)Jt n99a tavQrr evBrf lioMv/ arriuT c-.-ix. ^ -i^- ^ ^"-^
•:ot MsJtl £ aislxo ifoiiiw ilaTB/n tl^a s ai ,.+afi9-r{tuoa aglini lijol lo
-11^ .gajBlIiv J-n9a9*sq lo aeiio 8:;'ibnJt :fr[«.tioqa!± d-aora 9r[^ xO ano
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teen hours to the north-east from Palmyra is the present town of
Suchne, the ancient city of Cholle. Two days journey on the route
north-east from Suchne brings the traveller to Kabakih, which has re«>
mains of a Palmyrene reservoir and aqaeduct. Another days travel-
ling completes the journey to Deir-es-Zor on the Euphrates, the east"
em end of the caravan route from Damascus.
The city of Palmyra is located in latitude 348 10», 50 miles
e«wV-ef—Earyate«
east of Karyaten and 150 north east of Damascus. It is about half-
way on the caravan route to the Euphrates. It is about 1400 feet
above sea level and the same distance below Karyaten. Ptolemy made
a very accurate estimate of its location in the second century when
he placed it on the 34th parallel.
The present village no longer called Palmyra, but Tudmor, is
wretched in every way. Its inhabitants are in abject poverty and
ignorance, living much like their beasts and only slightly above then
in intelligence. Their few gardens furhish them v;ith scanty sup-
plies of food. They jbadoE take little part in the caravan trade
between the East and the West, spending most of their time in idle-
ness. The main industries of the place are salt and potash making^
and agriculture in a small way. The salt is controlled by a gov-
ernment monopoly, being in the hands of the ^ommisioner of the Pub-
lic 3ebt. Therefore, the industry is not developed to its possible
extent, for a good grade of salt is easily obtained by evaporating
the waters of the marsh. The potash is made by buying the desert
plant, the kali, and pouring salt water over the ashes. There are
only a few poor bazaars in the city, lb r the local trade. The vil-
Istge was once of some importance, as a depot for the surrounding Bed*
- ss -
• H-i d^i-i noxriw ocT lall^vBid- siid- ssniicf andouci moil j-ssa-dd-ion
.a7oej5i!juBCI moil x iUiv-.Bi8o add JEjfis nis
r .iju: L/V^a X .Tuo cfj3 ai . saw^xiiq^irC 6.i{.t oj- .:i:jo'i, ii^ v-s'Xfic* axli" no y-bv;
9i)fitti Yfli3loJ-<I aad-B^fiX wolecf 90itB;J'axB aausa srCd JbriJB leval aaa avofffj
at ^toiubuT &udi jjsi^mli?^ fisllijo "leanol on saj^IIi/ j-naaaiq arlT
. jT{s„...c .;Iiro i3..;.i.. ^, :^,^3<S -tlsfiJ- sill iiuioii. ^.xj.-.-J:i ^:>oas^lo..:^t
-qua ^^nsoe rftiw msrid detdtift efIa^)^fia wol ^i8^fT •aonQsills^nt iii
"
'
• ^aom griiinoqa jtug^F edi b^iB z . c.^.: .io^Vcor
^a-iX/LiUi iiaajoq jbn^ J-Ijsa a^£ eoaXq eiii to s^it&^i^jbnt .txsia sifT .^59:1
-Tos j3 ^d" bsLLotjaoo ai tl^a erlT •vbw IlficiE b ni oiytXrro.t-r-^B Ltib
--^ftj^ "io *^'i[ioieiiiif;io^ sxi't '10 abnsri srfj- ni snxcj.r
^
zLoqo^l.j . .:31:1m
9
3iJi8fcioq a : i uj^ bsqolaraf) :t-on ai y:t^8*jl)fTi sifd- ^aiols'jsrfT .tcfefl^oil
3ni.-iBioqsv-9 ^d" ianiiscta'o YXiaag ai j-Jjea lo 9i>^ia i)C03 b ^ol jdTi9j-x9
.tTfssI) O'^t r).b?.iTi ai "[^.'^^ ': -y '^{'^ r'*" " ^'-^5*7
"Lit e.d
. *i>i2i^ IbooI 9rfd i (ft ,^dxo arfJ- rti a^J3£2£cr tooq W9l a yXno
ouin tribes, "but has been superseded by Deir ez Zor on the Euphrates
•
The population of the village is descended from various Bedouin
stems. At the present time, there are about 1500 inhabitants;
within the walls of the Temple of the Sun, there are 40 or 50 mud
huts, which contain most of the pecple. A few houses have been
built outKide since Turkish soldiers have been located there. The
government house is ttlso outside the Temple enclosure. The present
Palmyrenes are all of one type of build and feature , and are probably
entirely different from the ancient Palmyrene stock. The village
seems to have grown in size during the present century, for in 1835
it numbered only 200 or 300 inhabitants.
Tudmor is still a stopping place for caravans. They are at-
tracted by the clear, sulphur-blue waters of the spring of Ephca,
fifteen minutes south-west of the village proper. This spring is-
sues from a large cavern at the foot of the hills west of Palmyra.
It is associated with Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, and is some-
times called after the latter. Until 1888 it was the only source of
water which the city had. An underground conduit has since been
opened, flowing north-east from the Grand Colonnade. The water of
Ephca is warm and very sulphurous.
The people of Palmyra are represented by a shiekh. Until re-
cent ly^there were two rival sh^iekhs^ and the miseries of feud and
bloodshed were added to poverty and isolation. The present shiekh,
Sffuhammad Abd-allah enjoys the distinction of having visited in France.
The Turkish Government has recently taken control of Palmyra and
placed a Mudir in charge, subject to the Mutesarrif of Deir- ez- Zor.
Ee has with him a few Government soldiers or zaptije, under a lieu-
tenant. There is little governing to be done, the Mudir 's principal
;ej-nfid'J:crBr£rii 0031 ^uode sts eis.iJ jS-Tiit ;t^^ao^C[ eric' . Qiiie^e
erfT •^^©^I^ be&BOoL need evjsii a^9il)Xoa rfaisEiwT sonia ebtm&uo JtLtud
, ticfBrffix 00. ... i)9^9cf^IK;^r .'•i:
-d-s 9^43 Ajai/ . ijfiBViJTBO lolL oo^Iq anlqqo^a £ LLiia si TOiofauT
t^oxiqa to :^r[.ttga 3£i& 1o a'laJ-^'.r 9JJId«^JJnqIJJS ^^fi^Xo eiid- Xjed'OBi^
»Pjt\ml£^ 1o vfa&w aXXiii arid- to .toot arit d-ja nievso aausX s laoit aaJ/a
•911108 ai Lns ,£cfa£l8 to neajjp eii& bas 110x110X08 i£d"lw I)9tjsi:oo8aB ai dl
-
^OTjjoa \:Xno sdd- s^w ''''11 Xid-nU .^eisuL zd:*- 'igj-ts b9lI^D 5
naacT 9oniB asxi ^iui)uuu ijakjot^tebmi nA ,1)^11 Y'-to 9ilcr rfoiifw 'laJiiW
^0 T9.tBW 9ilT .ebBnnoXoO briBtO 9d& mati j-LXJS-rfd-ioa anlwoXt ,jb9n9qo
I);xs buQt to agitaaiia arlt f>aB &ri:^QMa IbyLi ovvd- e'raw s^9^^j•^YX^•fI90
^-r^riy i-.r^^ +.^,-,gg^,-r ^ . . .+
.t^'r? "•"'•r'?*"' o;' .bahJbB 9Tew i>9r£ajbooXcf
i>:i£ B'iv;fiilfi1 to Xmdrroo nsiffij- \:X^neo9i ajsri jneimnavox) ^£al3^^JJT exlT
S3 -^l^O" to tJ:*nBaed"uM sdi- ^09t<^'^'^ j<iJ'>Tf5n'o nt -^tbif*! b beonLq
x. -^Ox-:jj ,3t-t^qjBS to atsiLXoa J-neauvi«.vv j --.j-i-v 9H
Xr.qiofrJttq a'tlLjjM 9i£^ ^&nob q<S oi 8ni:m9vos gXi.tlX ai stan'T •JriBnad-
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The west wall of the present enclosure was rebuilt in Saracen times,
of portions of other ruins. It is simply a pile of ston^crudely
thrown together. It leans perilously and may fall at any time* It
has the main entrance to the city^ which is a narrow, corals broken
passage, scarcely wide enough for a loaded donkey to pass through*
Within the v/est wall there are six large columns with a cornice.
The capitals and pilasters still preserve their detail in ornament,
in spite of the soft stone in iJftiich they are wrought. These col-
umns are a part of the Colonnade which encircled the entire court of
the Temple f when it was first built. The south wall is not so
perfect as the one on the north; there are several columns along
that side - remains of the same Colonnade noted on the west.
The original Temple building was small compared v/ith the Court.
It was approached by a giant stairway* but of this there is now no
trace. The ruins of this building contain the ornamented ceilings,
showing the representation of the Planets and the signs of the Zodi-
ac. The mud huts of the village are built close against, and upon
these almost sacred ruins. A giant lintel, richly ornamented with
eagles, fruitw and foliage, has fallen from the great doorway which
formed the entrance to the Temple, and lies uncared for in the filth
of a dooryard. By climbing to the top of a hut, one can examine
the great stones of which^^uildijjg is made. A circular stairway
leads up from the south-west corner of the Temple building, but it
has been broken down and filled up with stone. Along the west side
of the Temple building runs an irregular line^ deeply cut into the
stone. Its use is uncertain, but it would have held cables from
slipping, if they were ever thrown round the building in order to
•^-o^ja/:.. o .. .ij-Ci ;Iqraia el . »a.ii:^'. "i^v.,. . t-..: -.Uvj.
'
I •amJ::!- \as lia'l t^bhi ixr^ ^aiJoIi^9q aasal >H .lari J-egod- nwouij
ns^foicf «iw»ff*oo wonBH B at x£oJ:x£w io ar^* o:^ aoftsLtae nlan.! arid" ajsil
.rfauoirL;. ^ , r-.'o i)aX)£Ol b 'lo't nguona djbtw ,;I»C!'-
,
J-nainjaflio ni lii^d'ai) lieiCd^ eviaaaiq Illd-a aiB&eKliq, bns aiBJiqaa anT
-loo eaan'T •.t^^sJJO^w ate ^^aild' riolrfw ni arcod-e itltoe arid" to Q&tq^a al
,,
'
-^^rrfx rr-t r - r.^'vf-'A-f:-. rfoJ-.£fw ai)«fxnoIot» " " .^laq b atjs arrruj
j;3 jui: ai xlsw iijjjo.-3 ti.; . j'liijcf daiil quw ox nailw j3lqii9"T arid-
Cjb aitmuXoo Xiiiavaa ate '3iarld ix£,tion eild" no ano arft a« ;toaliaq
.
fir; c^r-^ r.-. bslcr ^b'^^^.oT. oT) 'ir.^^- - ir'^ ? : 5:-r.?:" -oi - aisle dBrid"
oci wen ai a*iar£d alrfd 1o .tjjd" ,-^vn2fid-a d-oBlg fi J&arfOBOiqqje aaw d"I
3qu l)fT6 ,d-8ax«^ aaolo JI tud etsi e^sLLtv axij- lo Bind bmt aifT •db
-batnaiiusmo '^^IrioxT ^rgcK^l:! "-rpip A .arrij:** b^inp.B tR'^.Ttri? '^ri^'^.t
-jswiool) dJ3a^:l, ...i.-'^* /.^-i-j".-. a^-.i. jc^^w;.. w'j ^.^5 i J*-
;;j.x I arU" ni: ^o^: l)aiBonu sail bnpj
,
alcprtaT arid- Ov aofiBidne arid" i)afTtot
:'B0 eno ,.ti/f{ 6 to qpj arid" od^ sntcfmilo -"[a ^biBX^oob b xO
..-.^>: ...... \ .ai>j3ci a± gijiJbl.;'--''' '^"^ - +<3c,-rg gp[j-
JO
^
i JiMiijcf alq: d- to tamoo jaaw-xia uoa cuu laori'i qu 8i)^3l
^rroIA .anod-a rid-Jtw qu bslli'i l)fici3 cmob neio ;jcf a«rf
.
: OB E. ...
.
-y2 s
'-^
.. li u^xojao bjieil avj^ joIjjow ax ^ rtie i laynij ax ©6^; a •j.io.^a
o 131)10 al anlMxLfcf eild- bauol nwould- tava aiaw -^ari: .
^
iqqila
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concern being to regulate the salt collection and receive fees from
such, travellers as may happen to visit the ruins. The presence of
the Mudir makes the office of sheikh of little importance.
There are no missionaries at Palmyra. The Moslem villagers
have changed the Tenple into a Mosque, but there is little but sup-
erstition
jKr3Ct±dbi±±Hx in the hearts of the people, A small native school is
sometimes in session with 20 or 30 in attendance. The men of the
village are stolid and sullen • the women slave along doing the most
degrading work. The children are simply young animals in neglect
and dirt. A drearier life, and drearier surroundings would be hard]
to find.
(b) The Present Ruins.
The beWt view of the ruins of Palmyra is obtained from the top
of the heights west of the city. On climbirig the hill ttothe foot
of the castle, late in the afternoon, a magnificent sight opens out
before the eyes. The setting sun has lost its dazzling brightness
and throws a soft golden glow over the entire extent of the ruins,
80 that columns and temples and tombs stand out in clear relief. Th
pink color of the limestone, unchanged by the weathering of centuries
adds another delicate tint to the glow of the sun. The strongest
ingpression of the ruins as a whole^ is that of countless columns.
The T.emple of the Sun is on the eastern edge of the present ru-
ins on a small hill. It contains the present village of Tudmor,
and has little^^pointiSl out as an ancient temple. If the mud huts
m^gxytx. of the villagers were removed, many interesting relics would
em
doubtless come to light. The north wall of the taacple enclosure is
an
well preserved and shows many ornamented pilasters and entablature.
iioil asel evJtsDei f)ri£ notiosLLoo d-Ijsa a^lt sJ-^IijQa-j o:*" Tinted" nT^oroo
a^93^.IIlv malaoM orCT .B'£y:rrljBq: d-^ e3i*SBrroieaitn on ^^i3 8^e^^T
axli- 1o neai a.'iT .8oaei)n9d-d-B nl OS ^o OS xld-lw noiaase ni eamid-smoa
.'u-^^-' ai^.^ TnJioi) vxizil.B ^y^J.h ra-iovr arf.j- - rr'^rr-;R bnx! ^f:.^)*a 9^B s^^X-'.^it
ocf ijluow aanxbnjjonjja isi-Lfieii) i)riB ,9^11 ^9i-XJ5ft1^) A .d^iJb Jbnis
• X .jv'i on 9 a 1^ uilT ( c )
qod- exfd- xcofi i)9fa:Bct-do ai snx^sfL xo aaiiJJi arid- xo W6iv ^*3cf arfT
loox a/fd-od-j XIlxI axld" gni ogiIIo nO ••/;.+i:o orij- 'io cfeevr adrfaiaiC arft
eaancrxialiri §nxlssBi) aj-1 c>-aoi ajjxi xiua siijJ-aa axlT .aava axid- aio'iocf
jSaiiLn 9r{d- lo ^na^-xa atid-na axld- ^8vo W0I3 neMog J-xoa ^ awonlcT i)ne
/tsfir.r-' 'ifjslo txsci l>cij5d-a aarrio^ iin^i aalqinad- Lnjs axiiiu/Ioo d-arfd- os
iiaxiijoi.iao 10 3rtJnarid-^QW axij- >ccf Jbaan.sxiofxw ,9nOv+aomxI axiJ- lo ^oXoo itiilq
^aaanoTla arlT .nxxa exi^ W0X3 ax{cf .inld- a-tfloiXai) ^9x^d•onJ8 ai)I)j3
, ? ' r^*"©© aasXiniJOo is^A^ al ^aXoriw £. Bi3 aniu*: io noxaaeiKjnl
•xri oaoia-^'iq axid" xO asLa n'ia^ta^a axi:)- no ai xwa arfd" lo alijTfsT sxfT
j'lOiubjjT lo 95iBXXi:v J-naasiq axii aiiXBJfso j-I .XXirf IXjsia £ no actt
^ +
5,r r.r..,-. cr^t- -vT
,<^l.:rra>t ti^fiJI:.o:-« i^^/'-'-ioq^^aX^llX ajuf hns.
.>wX^« i ^i-i. «; a-j'iOi/.-x CiLLui ^DSY'^i-iy'i '- IS'.*' iJ 1 w'-v-^Xx-ilV xO XippC^S
iaa
aJ: a-xi/aoXona aXqpMi- edi- lo XXsw x^c}•^o^ sriT •d'xigiX od- araoo aaaXicfijoJb
• aiudfiXcfaJna boB aTa^aaXiq i)ad'n9iiiBino Yi^Bm avro.fa bixB i>&v*tsi39iq T.rgw
1I I
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pull it dovm. East of the Temple there is a Periwtyle of 8 fluted
columns with a cornice. It is very similar to the one at Ba'albek,
but lacks ornamented capitals* They were of "bronze and were stolen
in post-Palmyrene times. At every joint of the pillars there is a
great defacing hole dug in toward the centre. Similar marks arexsn
seen on the other pillars of the Temple enclosure, and at joints in
the walls. They may have been made by the Arabs, to get the iron
liinders used to hold the stones together.
The Grand Colonnade stil 1 has many columns standing, while
whole rows of them lie stretched on the ground, where they have been
thrown over together, by earth-quakes. The south side of the street
has the largest number of columns still standing; the east end of
the Colonnade is much the best preserved. In some places parts of
the cornice still cling to the tops of the columns. At the east
end of the Colonnade is the great Triumphal Arch, now much worn away.
The keystone has slipped and the foundation st-oneson the north side
are so eaten away by sand, that they may give away at any time. The
irch is in three divisions; some of the side panels still show rich
ornament^iu^ details. Thece are traces of a continuation of the g
great streetway, even as far as the entrance cf the Teir5>le of the Sxitl^
and this is probable. Ruins of great columns are scattered about ir
that section or are built into walls and houses.
At several places in the Colonnade there are remains of arches
where side streets led off* These were also ornamented with col-
umns. A third of the distance from the east there is a great curve
of colujms connected with the great Colonnade on the south side. This
side Colonnade may mark an avenue, or it enclosed a Earket-place.
iioii 9x£d" oJ- ^eQ£^A eilJ- Tjcf 9i)Atn n99cf 9Tjar[ ^jam Y; •sllaw exf*
a9noJ-a grT^f J)!').-*' o-*- i>9aij aTshnicf
sIxrCw jSniiifiBd-a anci-^IoD yjif^'i aad I lira 9l)i3nnoi:w^- aifT
SYBii 'viigxiJ- g-igiiw ^bmi cn-Q erL& no i)9r{oi9rtd-e ail isie£L& to ewoi 9lorfw
'^^-ivta Qdi to sbta xltjjoe 9r{T . agaCBjjpTf.tTBg ^cf ^i9i£:^93od' lav
"^^ h"-, -^HBs 9rf.t j3rtJtf)nj8d-e r.licte ancLj.r^ " ••3crc[u;n *a93-xjBl v.
-.-J ao 'ii>vi ado^slq o noa nl .i»*v'i9a9iq crasu earf- xfojjni ai oIoO arid-
- .ainnuloo arid" lo aqod- acCd- ^.lilo Xlld-a aDimoo arCt
••'-••Tr •^-'o-v r-o'TT' '70.-- ^-' r-^^ Isxiqr: ' 'it'" > '^.b^finoX:^'^
O-oxB -i.'
-10,. jatixij u tj v'x QiiJ' XfLiB x>£*ci a-i;9:4 9riT
d-jB Y-ew^ 9vis Y9rid- d-Biid- jjbiiaa xd" tcbwjb aafam oa sib
. ;t[ rocfr. ':rj: + e alanjBq 9i)i'3 '-f- o ^r'^n-? j anojtatvii) aairi
9ji^ ^xic'rrld'aoo £ to dCvOji'iu .^-li. oaarr' •'3Xi:Bo9l) iBEL.&jn
to alqraaT 9x1j Id aoriM^&ne arid" a^ isl: as ii9V9 ^^y5Wv*^e•^da d-^ais
uocfjg Jiated-d-Boa 91m anrrrjjXoo tr.eT-^ "^to anli/H . 're f r.t r*."^-?- ot
.e9ajjox£ has s^...i--.v c^j.xt d-X«^\. o'iw -io i^jx-. jua :
aoi.'.oijB "io anlaaat gioxid- a^^nnoXoO arid" e93.pXq IJB^9y^a dA
-loo rfd-Jtw i)8*n9r£Lsmo oals 9-x9W oa^n- , .'lo fcaJ. Bt9eid-<=! ej)i:a ?i
s'"' • " '^laiid' d-aj39 srict flioil goosd-ai:!' .. j/i ..... . ,
-.liu.x^
sx.iT .91^: foa ari^t no afc^nnoXoO d'B^^a grid- rid-±w i)9d-09nnoo eri::i.jl0D lo
.90.3Xq-d"92l' .69EoXon9 .ti 10 ^9ijn9v« na ixera ^JMrt 9l>£nnoXoD aJbie
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Some have regarded ±4iai as enclosing a CTircus, but this does not
seem probable.
Just outside the circle of columns there are the remains of a
large square building, which was probably Zenobia's Falace, or the
Government House. It has a central locaii on and is near what seems
to have been the Iferket-place. The building is divided into two
main divisions, the western one having a court surrounded with col-
umns. The division on the east side was divided into two parts;
the smaller and rear division was entered from the outer one by thre^
great ornamented portals. The walls of this building are largely
missing, one having fallen outward en masse; it lies as it fell. The
foundations of the structure can easily be traced. On a slight ele4
vation just east of this Falace, there was a small temple in Zenob-
ia's time. An Avenue probably led out to it from the main Colon-
nade. This Tengjle would coincide with the Temple of Osiris on whicHi
the Customs Inscription was set up.
On many of the columns along the side avenues and on practicall;|f
all those in the main Colonnade^ there are corbels for holding stat-
ues. On these, the figures of the great men of Palmyra are set up
with explanatory inscriptions. Several of these inscriptions men-
ticn Zenobia*s famil^^, and one names the Queen herself. The stat-
ues have all disappeared from the corbels and ver^r few have ever been
found. They v/ere probably destroyed by the Arabs if they survived
Roman revenge.
Two-thirds of the w^ toward the west end of the Colonnade^ ther^
are four large pedestels at the junction of an important avenue with
the main highway. It is not certain what they bore, probably large
-r^.I niBiu srli' mil cJ-J: +r/o P^- .otq sx/ns-^^A rr.' . . - e'pt
. -•ztaO To ©IqnisT eii. - " ci:£T .5^.:..
lot^^ofiiq fro brte b^Ijt:qv£ c-btB i oLb aa.i:ujloo an':' ^^rri=?r rrO
qjj j©« ©tij fiTyjirilB'i "io nail 1o asTrJL'siT arii- ^^i? . • ; j.;
leva Sv"£a:i V/atx "vlyV iJXUi feXsOlOO QaIJ iUinl iJfy'li.;; L ..
:"tT7 01. "fuiiio^Lt nji to notf
-I tisc"^ eiB
,9tocf vsrif ^BTfn ni:£:-*Tf>r' -t''-. *I .'v—
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equestrian groups. At this same place there are four pillars of
• Egyptian granite, only one of which is standing. How such stone cam^i
to be in Palmyra, no one can explain. It is not found today nearer
than ij^ Egypt, and its transportation in immense masses to such an
isolated place as Palmyra^ offers almost insuperable obstacles. The
granite is practically untouched by the weather.
The district north of the Colonnade has many small and broken
•uins; the most important of these is the Little Tenple of the Sun or
;he Temple of the King's M4ther« It is well preserved and very sym-
metrically constructed. It bears evidence of havihg been used in
later times as a fort, for its windows are roughly blocked up.
The west end of the great Colonnade terminates in a richly buil"
itructure, which from its ruins, seems to have been a mausoleum.
Near by, but farthdr south, a clear cut inscription of Diocletian a-
mong the ruins of a large building, points out what has been called
"the House of Diocletian". It stands slightly above the rest of the
ruins owing to the rise of ground toward the hills.
In the Valley to the right of the castle,- ag4in south of the
i-ty, - and also north-west of the ruins, there are 1^% remains of
'|rbmb Towers i some,mere piles of stones with little semblance to a
structure, others carefully built and well-preserved. Those in the
felley of the Tombs ii4re best preserved; thise on the plain had the
greatest care given in their construction. The ruins of the ancient
i
are found in the Valley of the Tombs, and Addison claimed to find the
ruins of bathe near the east end. The ruins of the wall of Justin-
ian can still be seen on the hills south of the Valley of the Tombs,
circling far out around the east edge of the ruins in an indistinct
«
t
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line, until it returns to the ktlxx Mils on the north side of the
ISilley whence the spectator views the ruins.
Across the Valley of the Tombs, at the base of the hills south-
west of the city, is the fountain of l^hca, which waters the present
gardens south-v/est of the great Tenple* Near Ephca is an overturned
column. In an open space between Ephca and the south end of the
governnent hall, there is a large overthrovm column which was prob-
ably commemorative. Its counterpart is still standing far north of
Ithe Ten5)le of the Sun, in another open region. It is inscribed as
set up in honor of Alilames, son of Hairanes, 138 A.D.
The castle from which the spectator has seen the ruins of Pal-
myra, is not of Palmyrene origin. It is situated on a very steep
hill, almost impossible to climb. It is surrounded by a deep moat,
cut in the solid rock. The castle building is still compact and
could be held by a small force against superior foes. On account of
its lofty position, it commands a viev/ of the Palmyrene Plain to the
west, and as far as the horizon re -aches on the south and east .
Some one has said that the ruins of Palnyra stand today much as
they were left by the Romans. This report gives a wrong impression;
sertain it is, that the main outlines have not changed, bufe most of the
details have been destroyed. The time will soon came when all the
interesting details will have been worn away. The soft,yielding
stone has been de^ly cut by the furious storms of sand and raL-n
nany winters. Most of the columns have the appearance of bark^from
erosion, and some are almost cut in two at the surface of the ground
by the wearing of the sand.
The entire city is covered by a mass of sand which has gradually
drifted upon it. Along the main colonnade this is about 8 feet
think, so that the corb€l8 can now almost be jreached from the ground_^
qoe.ta v-i"?^ TO fsfi.tpr ',*.!: 8 si: .tl •j'^t'ixto 9n9Tv;rnI.c*I ton rJ: ^.'^ly'r'
Lne &o&qmoo LLt&a el snxl^Iixfcf slvtajso srfT .jlooi f)J:I08 grid" ni
Jo i^rtnoooB nO .a sol Toitaqxre ^anljrs'i.B soto'l Xt.p yf hXs.rf scf i>Xijo'j
. iiXiiX^ errsivfiil^^ ©if* lo v;9lv ;,j.,jiainrno
• ^aB9 Jbnjs xictjjoa 9iid- no aarLOA
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There is opportunity for profitable excavation, and such work should
be taken up in a systeiaatic way. A party of German ATcheologists
has recently done some digging there. The "basis of tS« few columns
were exposed - the front of the Little Temple was uncovered, and
considerable excavating was done in what we have called the Llarket-
place
•
Owing to the extent of the ruins, the "best results will follow
only a systematic uncovering of the entire city. Such a work might
()ring great results. Three hundred years lie between the earliest
and the latest monuments; under the mud huts in the Temple of the Suni
along the Colonnade, or in the Market-place, there may lie the evi-
dences which will not only write the history of Palmyrene life, but
give mar^y commentaries on the conten^orary life as well.
mm-
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